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ABSTRACT

This paper describes and reports the findings for two studies con-

ducted to determine the educational effectiveness of innovative corres-

pondence course materials. The studies were made simultaneously during

the period from September 1976 through October 1977. Different materials

. werecompared in terms of student performance, student acceptance of

materials, course completion time, and relative performance of students

with differing reading abilities. In each study, innovative textual

materials were compared to materials already in field use.

The first study involved Zthree way comparison of conventional

materials, texts in the Behavorial Objective Format (BOF), and an

innovative modular BOF version of an Apprentice Materiel Facilities

course. The second study compares a BOF version of a Food Service

Specialists Course with a version using the innovative high impact

graphic technique.

Findings for the conventional ma erials used in the first study

were inconclusive while, in both st les, each innovative concept proved

to br. more effective and was better accepted than each respective BOF

version. %

KEY WORDS: Behavioral objectives, correspondence courses, reading

ability, textbook evaluation, textbook ,illustrations, textbook research.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Extension Course Institute (ECI) of the Air. University was

.-stahlishe:1 in 1953 to provide consolidated management and administra-

tion of the United States .ir Force correspondence education program.

A major responsibility of the organization is to provide career develop -

-rent courses (CDC) :1;lat support the Air Force "dual charnel" approach to

listed career progression. This concept supplements practical, super-

vir,, on-the-job training (OJT) with complimentary specialty knowledge

1,-f.i,q;h correspondence study.1 The quality of these correspondence

texts can have a major impact on job performance throughout the entire

Air Force.

Historically, few changes have occurred in ECI's correspondence

materials other than periodic currency revisions. Departures from the

plain textbook appearance by innovations in physical format have been

relatively minor.

An exception to.the preceding statement centers around a 1973

#

decision to convert all ECI texts to the Behavioral Objective Format

(BOF). A description of this , concept appears later in'this chapter but,

simply stated, the method strives to insure minimum levels of achieve-

1Department of the Air Force, On-the-Job TrOnini4 AF Manual
50-23 (Washington: GOvernment Frinting'Office, 1974), p. 1-1.



ment through competency-based instructional techniques.- At this writ-

ing, about half of tCI's approximately 380 courses have been or are in

. , the process of being converted to the BOF. Although studies of educa-

tional innovations in the classroom setting are numerous, few empirical

data are available to substantiate or refute the' educational merit of

new concepts in the extension course environment.

Jovanovich (1969) is but one of many who emphasized the need for

flexibility and innovation in teaching materials in light of the tre-

mendous technological advances being wi.tnessed.2 Similar thinking led

the Air University to initiate a pilot project in March, 1974 to examine

the effectiveness of computer assisted instructional (CAI) techniques as

a substitute for correspondence study in the "dual channel" career

advancement system. Two Career Development Courses were selected for

I

.inclusion in this project; each to be programmed into an interactive

computer/student medium. blaring subsequent

would

field testing, students

ireceiving training via these media comprise the experimental
.

fl
,

,

groups while r,cudents in the control groups were to receive instruction

using hard. copy texts. These text (described later in this chapter)

were to be significant revisions of course materials already in field

use and were to be produced using innovative formats. The utility of

CAI techniques would then be experimentally assessed in terms including,

but not limited to: information currency, student interest, student

1W. Robert Houston and Allen R. Warner, "The Competency-Based
Movement: Origins and Future," Educational Technology 17 (June 1977):14.

2William Jovanovich; "The AmeriCn Textbook: An Unscientific
Phenomenon--Quality Without Control," The American Scholar 38 (Spring
1969):234.
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performance, and cost.1

In January 1976, the Air University Commander directed,a new look

at the justification for proceeding with the CAI project its view of

increasing fiscal pressures. The detailed reassessment by Christopher

that followed resulted in a recommendation that stated:

...in face of the uncertainty in the,near future of
cost-effective CAI systepas suitable as an alternative
for correspondence courses, ...the CAI dimension of
the project should be terminated.2

This recommendation was adopted in February 1976, and further

development of CAI programs ended. Alternately, it was recognized that

since the innovative texts attendant to the CAI project were well under

construction, they could be compared to existing traditional materials

if their development was completed. ECI assumed the respipsibility for

this comparison in March 1976 and developed an evaluation plan that

contained the- following spscific purposes:

a. To field test Career Development Course 62250, Food Service

Specialist, presmted in the Behavorial Objective Format versus a forMat

containing contemporary narrative and high, impact graphics.

b. To field test Career Development Course 64531,.Apprentice

Materiel Facilities Speciakist, comparing three presentation media:

conventional text, Behaliioral Objective Format, and Modular Behavioral

1A detailed description of ihis project is contained in "Documen-

tation of the Extension Courses and Information Systems Pilot Program
Through 1 February 1976" (Headquarters, Air University, Maxwell AFB,
Alabama )..

2G. Ronald Christopher, "Review Analysis of the PLATO/TICCIT_Test
Project Conduct From 6 January 1976 - 15 January 1976" (Headquarters,
Air Universit , Maxwell AFB, Alabama), p. 22. k

-?/4
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Objective Format.

Descriptions of each of these textual treatments are covered later

in this chapter with examples in the appendixes.

Statement of the Problem

81,

The problem under consideration in this study was to gather data

concerning the relative educational merits of differing textual format

treatments. All data had to be gathered by mail, with no face-to-

face institutional/student interaction, to enable statistically accur-

ate comparisons of materials based on student achievement, student

acceptance and motivation`; accommodation of different reading abilities,

and time required for course completion.

Significance of the Study

The evolution of correspondence study in the Air Force from an

offering of a few voluntary courses borrowed from the Army to the

highly specialized, integrapd and mandatory career development course

system of today underscores the importance placed on the medium by the

service. It is the most cost effective method of providing training to

a student population numbering well over one-quarter million. If

(research can result in qualitative improvements, large payoffs in effi-

ciency can be achieved.

Much of the past research in correspondence education has centered

around empirical studies designed to compare nonresident to resident

1

training and to determine student reactions to correspondence study.."

lOssian MacKenzie, Edward L. Christensen, and Paul H. Rigby,
,,Corres ondence Instruction in the United States (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1968 ti p. 155.



As alluded to earlier, little,Iffort has been devoted to de',----1711-- the

effects of textual format changes on educational quality.

MacKenzie, in the Correspondence Education Research Projec

emphasj.zed the distinct shortcoming in this area saying ". 9 was no

marked agreement, however, that, a generally good job had be ...ne by

most (correspondence) institutions on physical format."1 Nor this

situation unique to correspondence materials/ McKeachie, referring to

educational textbooks in general stated: "Despite the age of printing

as a technique, there is relatively little research on its use ....
"2

The reasons for this deficiency, particularly in correspondence

materials, are varied but seem to center on some basic realities.

First, correspondence education is over-100 yaars old. This has caused

the medium to become somewhat set in its ways thus generating a certain.

resistance to change. Secondly, the complexity and consequent high

cost of innovating simply for experimental purposes makes the corres-

pondence medium a less attractive channel for research than other

media.
3

Theinnovative texts produced for the CAI pilOt project and ECI's

firm committment to the need for continued and aggressive research to

improve,.'its eddcational effectiveness provided the opportunity for a

1 Ibid., p. 179.

4Wilbeit J. McKeachie, "Research on Teaching at the College and
University Level," Handbook,of Research on Teaching, American Educa-

tional Research Association (Chicago: Rand McNally and Co., 1963),

p. 1156.

3Leonard S. Stein, "Is Home Study a Stepchild?" Home Study Review,

Winter 1961, p. 35.

16



contribution in'this deficient area.

6

Hypotes To Be Tested

a. That students who re instruction by way of modifie':

(newly developed) will Perforn s ni4cantly better on course exam na-

tions than those who receive instruction by conventional texts.
,?

b. That high ability readers will. ?erform significantly better

than low ability rehders on each respective field test course examina-

tion.

c. That, on the Food Services course examinations, high ability

readers will show little difference in performance depending on training

media while low ability readers will perform significantly better using

the contemporary narrative/enhariced graphics version.

d. That, on the Materiel Facilities course examinations, high

t,
ability readers will show little difference in performance depending on

training media whereas low ability readers will demonstrate poorest

performance using ce..aventional texts, intermediate performance with BOF,

and highest performance ag modular BOF texts.

e.. That students receiving modified tit instruction will display

a significantly more positive attitude toward their training than those

who receive instruction by conventional CDCs.

f. That the innovative texts will be completed in a slivrter aver-

age time than current conventional and BOF volumes.

AssuMptions atd Limitations

This study was primarily concerned with the academic (CDC) por--

formance of airmen participating in the dual channel training system.

17
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Therefore, students who enrolled in the experimental courses voluntarily

with no OJT commitment were not included in the test population. Mem-

bers of the Air Force Reserve and Air. National Guard were included on an

equal basis with their active duty counterparts in keeping with the

total force concept as long as they we're mandatorily (OJT) enrolled.

It/4as recognized that OJT environments vary qualitatively between

Air Force installations. Further, it was assumed that any data contam-

ination attrputed to this factor would be ni,inimized by the random

assignment of subjects; to treatment groups. These differences represent

reality in the Air Force training prograT and thus categorized this

study as a field test as opposed to an experiment where strict labora-

tory controls could be achieved.

Conducting a field test by mail would result in a degret of data

perishability. In addition to normal attrition in the test c ,arses

(10 - 14 percent in 1976), lost data would probably result from the

necessity for voluntary participation in any survey procedure used.1

HoweverAy enrolling at least 100 subjects in each treatment group, it

was assumed that sufficient data would survive to ena4ecomparisons

q that were statistically sound.

Finally, since nothing past ECI examination analyses indicated

the contrary, it was assumed that minimal compromise existed in the

4

currently used test instruments for each of the two study career fields.

1 Depaftment of.the Air ree, Air Force Privacy Act Program,
AF Regu*tion 12-35 (Washipgt n: Government Printing Office, 1975),
p. 1.
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.or ,f Terms

1Specialty Training _Amdard ' "An STS outlines the training

required to achieve a ski1140 lave' .ithin an airman Air Force Speci-

alty (AFS). Through its use, the Individual training of airmen is

standardized and the quality of treining'controlled."1

Conventional Text. The comventional text is in straight.narrative

and, like.a standard textbook, coWtains no explicit statement of objec-

tives. The content of these texts is based solely on the Specialty

Training Standard and the appropriate job description. (Appendix A.)

Behavioral Objective Formal (BOF). Texts using the Behavioral

Objective Format precede each block of material with specific objec-

tives in behavioral, terms that emphasize to the student desired _ .1.n.

outcomes.' Following the material, exercises are provided that-indicate

to the student whether desired performance levels have been achieved.

If not, the need for review is indicated. The BOF is the method cur-

erently used by preparing agencies for revision or creation of new

courses. (Appendix B.)

N. 4

Modular BOF. The modular concept is similar to the standard BOF

except that each chapter stands as its own building-block entity (hence

the term module). The student may thus work these volumes in any chap-

ter order depending on his priorities. Other refinements inblude lim-

ited numbers of highly subject-focused illustrations and large spaces

for marginal notes. (Appendix C;)

'Department of the Air Force, Air Force Specialty Training
Standards, AT Regulation 8-13 (Washington: Government Printing Office,
-17.74 YTT: 1. 1



Contemy Narrative/Enhanced Graphics. The contemporary nar-

pative witn _nuanced graphics concept uses profuse and varied illustra-

Itions, cb rr-, and diagrams with a fictional character narrative to

carry th inded it-sson. (Appendix D.)

CDC :service Specialist). This Career Development

Course i a45sis't in the upgrading of Food Service perSonnel

from be_nni:%47: :evels to the semi-skilled level. The current

course i7 -in iebavic.ral Objective Format with the experimental

version produc n contemporary narrative/enhanced graphics.

CDC c;1.531. (Apprentice,Materiel Facilities Specialist). A Career,

Development COurse for entry level supply personnel. The current ver-

sion of this courseis in the conventional text format with experimental

texts produ,;ed in the Behavioral Objective Format and the modular BOF.

A three way textual comparison was thus possible in this career field.

Skill Levels. Skill levels are proficiency classifications used to

upgrade enlisted personnel in each Air Force career specialty. They are

numerically designated as follows: 1-level, helper; 3-level, semi-

skilled (apprenticei; S-level, skilled (Journeyman); 7-level, advanced

(supervisor); and 9-level, superintendent. Materiel Facilities and Food

Service specialists participating in this evaluation were in forMal

upgrade training 70 the three and five levels respectively.

20
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CHAPTER II

RMLEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

, carefully done research into innovative textu formats

is tscr,:remerr.,:re in educational literature.' Even more absfml

stu-iies of nature applied in the area of correspondence euitcar-on.

A look only a itlatively few-years into the past provides -ns4utht

this observatio.

Wedenry ',- and Childs, in a 1961 assessment of the achitvememts and

v)ten-zials of correspondence study, explained the low esteer in 4hic-r1

7-rre= medium was held by educators and the general public.' Although many

-pu-cable institutions existed (with their effectiveness well demon--

strated), a few others served to create a falsely generalized image that

was certainly less than desirable. Claims such as "It's Easy'to Learn,"

7
"You, too, Can Enjoy a Big Salary," "Draw Me and Discover Your Talent,"

etc., had repeatedly4reinfTced that single adverse image.2 With cor-

respondence study thus stigmatized by commercial appeals, it was under-

standable that the national university structure Sias reluctant to expend

research effort in an area whose mode of operation it considered unpro-

fessional and even unethical. Federaf Trade Commission intervention

'Charles A. Wedemeyer and Gayle B. Childs, New Perspectives in
University Correspondence EduCation_CChic+go: Center for the Study of
Liberal Arts Education for Adults, 1961),ip. 7qj

2Ibid., p. 71.



served to remove the cause :hr, ccaz pondence stud.' _igma in the

early sixties, but the medic:. -.'s 1-ecovc y into academe edibility has

been slow.

Wedemeyer and Childs defined sor,, jf the pressu -hat had helped

in sustaining this recovery. Modern demands for edu:... -.Jon in increased

variety, rapid social and tectqice,- change, and

/

t

mobile population had create -yducat- ama_i_ requi ement:L ''-o the extent

that conventional means cowl not begin t:D cope with t--,e situation.'

Thus, correspondence study had, even by L-361, grown into an importam:

and integral part of th4Vhation's educational complex.2

The entire decade of the sixties saw continued growth of an inter-

est in correspondence instruction. This national attention led to a

study by Mackenzie, Christensen, anc Rigby which constituted the most

/

thorough and searching examination of the medium to date; This Corre-

spondence Education Research Project (CERP), published in book form in

1968, was stimulated by the National Home Study Council and the National

University Extension Association under a grant from the Carnegie Cor-

poration of New York. The study covered the historical development of

the medium and examined programs offered by a variety of institutions;

universities and colleges,.governments, religious organizations, the

Armed Forces, industry, and private home study schools. It examined

problems facing' correspondence study such as financing, acceptance by

students and educators, and accreditation, and analyzed the effective-

lIbid., p. 5.

2Ibid., p. 3.
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nesn of the method as an educational vehicle, both prebend con. Finally,

the study described future requirements necessary to sustain the integra-

tion of the correspondence medium into the national educational structure.

Of particular impprtance to the presept study was the emphasis on the

0 e
general lack of attention given to the physical formats of textual .

materialt.1 Thus, the need for research in this area was again suggested.

In 1971, Childs surveyed the current status of research in cor-

respondence education. Although she noted a recent increase in research,

she stated "...this does not indicate any great upsurge in research

activity. Evidences of carefully done research are still hard to find.112%.

The studies she described were categorized according to reactions of dr

students, student' characteristics, completion rates, methodology, and

achievement. Seventeen studies were presented in addition to the CERP

with only one addressing methodology. Even that one did not treat

textual format.3 Again, the deficiency in this area of research was

implicit.

As described in the preceeding chapter, ECI began converting its

textual materials to the Behavioral Objective Format in 1973. In that

year, Duchastel and Merrill published a review of twenty-eight studies

1MacKenzie, Christensen, and Rigby, Correspondence Education in
The United States, p. 179.

2Gayle B. Childs, "Recent Research Developments in Correspondence
Education" in The Changing World of Correspondence Study, eds. Ossian
MacKenzie and Edward L.,.Christensen (University Park: The Pennsylvania
State University Press, 1971), p. 229.

3lbid., pp. 236-37.
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each of which tried to evaluate various aspects cif the behavioral

concept. These studies were categorized depending upon the specific

evaluation objective: effects on learning (achievement), type of learn-

ing involved (knowledge versus comprehension), learner characteristics

and time to criterion. In ten studies evaluating achievement, no con-

sistent benefit or degradation wet observed among students exposed to

behavioral objectives. 1 Of seven studies concerned with types of learn-

ing, only one, found objectives beneficial (in the knowledge area).

Findings in the six other studies were inconsistent.2 Eight studies

were concerned with learner characteristips. Of these, one found that

!behavioral objectives benefited mid-ability students who were grouped

based on scores in previous courses and one claimed that behavioral

objectives reduced levels of state anxiety.3 The remaining s..x were

inconclusive when students were stratified on aptitude and standard

ability tests. Three studies analyzing time to criterion were incon-

sistent.4

In 1973, ECb completed an internal study designed to compare the

relative effectiveness of correspondence materials written in the BOF as

okposed to those written in a conventional textbook manner. The results

of that study indicated'little or/no difference between treatme17:- groups

1Philippe C. Duchastel and Paul F. Merrill, "The Effects of Behav-
ioral Objectives on Learning: A Review of Empirical Studies," Review
Educational Research 43 (Winter 1973):57.

2
Ibid., p. 59.

3
Ibid., p. 61.

'
4
Ibid., p. 62.
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with students using different textual formats. However, there was some

statistically non-significant evidence that the BOF offered some benefit

for lower ability 'students.'

This study was subject to several limitations. Chief among these

was the fact that the :..ubject population was working toward the 7-level

(supervisor) in the test career field. The primary difference in re-

quired knowledge betweentthe 5-level (semi-skilled) and the 7-level is

therefore in the supervisory area with most technical knowledge already

acquired by the 5-level. It could therefore be concluded that some

(possibly many) subjects already possessed sufficient technical infor-

mation to successfully pass the 7-level end-of-course examination with-

out additional study.

Seconaly, the Only criterion variables used were achievement

scores on a pretest and later post test. Little consideration was

given to uncontrolled variables which could have influenced test results.

Siegel, Lautman, and Burkett, for example, found a significant improve-

ment in criterion test scores among subjects using home,study materials

with a lowered reading grade level.2 A reasonable extension of thit'

finding is that if textual readability were held constant, individual

a.
differences in student reading ability would have\k predictive value in

terms of test performance. in a 1974 position statement, the School'

1
Chatles L. McMillin, "Behavioral Objectives Format Field Ser-

vice Test: Career Development Course 30474X" (Extension Course Insti-
tute, Gunter AFS, Alabama, 1973), p. 5.

2
Arthur I. Siegel, Martin R. Lautman, and James R. Burkett,

"Reading Grade Level Adjustment and Auditory Supplementation as Tech-
niques for Increasing Textual Comprehensibility," Journal of Educational
Psychology 66 (December 1974):901.
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Division Of the Association of American Publishers noted that it cannot .

he suggested 'that materials alone'.. the sole determinant of student

performance. Many other variables should be considered such aF the

nature of the students themselves, their attitudes, their abilities, and

he environmental influences in the learning situation.1 Only by so

doing can the accuracy of textual assessments be increased.

The lack of comprehensive textual research is not unique tothe

.

1

correspondence study environment. Brodinsky, in 1975, reported on the

state of the educational teitbook art. The industry is larger, therefore

changes to meet the demands of Educators come slowly. Response has

tended to reflect, current pressures -- elimination of bias and discrim-

ination, increased emphasis on vocationally oridnted materials, and even

metric conversion have become first line concerns which have forced

innovation into secondary importance, "Learner Verification" or asses-

sing the effectiveness of new materials has been defined as the induS-

try's most 'pressing need.2 Publishers have acknowledged this'need and

have begun work on the problem. However, they admit that they have not

yet formalized procedure; for reporting their findings to educators.3

In summary, the literature contains littfe in the area of research

into innovative textual formats, though It suggests the plausable

1Lawrence Lipsitz, ed., "News Notes," Educational Technology
14 (March 1974):63-64.

2Ben'Brodinsky, "Instructional Materials: The Changing Industry,"
NASSP Bulletin 59 (October 1975):54. .

3-11'I id., p. 56.

26
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reasons for this deficiency.1 More importantly, in identifying needed

research, the literature suggests considerations and directions that

have influenced the design of the current study. This design is discUssed

in chapter III.

1
Shipp, whose doctoral thesis was not available until this report

was in final draft, reached a similar conchision about the lack of clear-
cut findings in the literature. Sea William Lee Shipp, Evaluation of the
Behavioral Objective Format as an Effective System for Air Force Corres-
pondence Courses, University of Illinois at Urbana-Chaihpaign, (anticipated)
1978. Though he noted equivocal findings, Shipp's study showed the Be-
havioral-Objective Format to be superior to conventional tekts as measured
by exam scores (12.8% increase) and completion times (26% decrease).

2 7
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Description of Research Design

Although the statistical methods used to evaluate each CDC were

similar, this study was essentially two separate field tests. This dual

approach was necessitated by the differing nature of the two CDCs origi-

nally selected for the Computer Assisted Instruction evaluation. Each

course currently used in the field deals with different subject matter

and is in different formats, i.e., conventional textbook and the BOF.

The modified (field test) versions of each were also prepared in difer-

ent formats, i.e., modular BOF and contemporary narrative/enhanced

griphics. Also, since each CDC was oriented toward different skill

levels, no common basis existed upon which to build measured comparisons

between them. Thus, the only viable approach was to evaluate each CDC

as a separate study. Figure 1 graphically illustrates the test career

fields and the textual materials available for each.

Students enrollPd in the currently used course versions constituted

the control groups while those enrolled in each innovative version were

experimental. A variation from the traditional, experimental and control

group concept occurred with the Materiel Facilities Specialists since

two innovative texts were availablefor study. Subjects tiring these two

sets of materials were compared not only to those in the control group

but also to each other.

28
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FICURE I

COURSES AVAILABLE FOR EVALUATION

Food Service
(CDC 62250)

Behavioral Objective
Format*

Contemporary Narrative,
'Enhanced Graphics

Materiel Facilities
(CDC 64531)

Conventional Text*

Behavioral Objective.
Format**

Modular BOF

* CDC versions -resently in field use.

** The Materiel Facilities CDC was converted by ECI to the BOF
specifically for this field test. Thus, a comparison between
three textual treatments was possible. It was not considered
feasible to generate a conventional text for the Food Service
specialty.

In each career field, data were gathered that enabled between group

comparisons of dependent variables consisting of criterion test scores

(achievement), course completion time (in days), and relative student

acceptance of materials. In addition to differing textual formats, a

measure of student reading comprehension was used as an independent

variable both for treatment group assignment and for i_thin group

stratification. The specific data gathering instrument used and its

applications are discussed later in this chapter.

Sampling Procedures

Data collection within the Food Service career field began prior to

the actual field test of experimental materials. Since approximately

eighty-five percent of Foo Service personnel receive their initial

training (3-level) at a resident school, an opportunity existed to

(

2Q



7ather preliminary information on potential subjects for the curent

study. The resident Food Service faculty at Lowry Air Force Base,

'oloraJo, administered to 210 resident 3-level students a test battery

_hat contained a pretest of 5-level material, a measure of reading

compr.nension, an assessment of student attitudes toward their career

field, and a liV,.ted survey of demographic data. (Appendix E.)

As students in each test career field enrolled in their respective

CDCs, enrollments were screened to determine field test participation

eligibility based on mandatory (OJT) status. Those Food Service per-

sonnel foiN whom preliminary data were available were assigned to control

or experimental groups based on reading comprehension scores and sex.

Thi- prestratified eF.ch treatment group with a proportionate distri-

bution of high and low ability subjects. The remaining Food Service and

all Materiel Facilities students were assigned to treatment groups using

a computer generated randomdsequepce to minimize systematic bias and the

effect of extraneous variables. Enrollment applications were then

processed through the normal ECI automated system and appropriate mate-

rials issued.

Unique items enclosed with each set off materials included a post

card form on which the student was requestd to indicate the date of

course material receipt and a set of instructions for the student's OJT

monitor (see appendixes F and G). These instructions simply acknow-

ledged the existence of a study in progress and enlisted the training

monitor's support in insuring that each student used only the materials

provided.

3G
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Enrollment goals were set at a minimum of 100 subjects in each

treatment group in each career field. Prior experience with the enroll-

ment characteristics (and anticipated attrition) of the test courses

indicated that sufficient numbers would reach course completion

to assure a statistically adequate population.1

After each student finished his prciia' of study, an end-of-course

\

examination (CE) was sent in accordance with normal ECI procedures.

Accompanying this instrument was a test and survey battery designed to

obtain necessary field test data. The battery included an attitude

measurement device that assessed like or dislike for the course mate-
!,

rials studied, an opinion survey and, for Materiel Facilities students

and those Food Service specialists for whom pretest data were not avail-

able, a reading comprehension measurement and request for demographic

data. Examination administrators were then instructed to return the CE

answer sheets and all survey data to ECI in specially identified

envelopes. .

A detailed profile of student characteristics in each treatment

group for each test course is shown in appendixes H and I.

Data Gatheri* Instruments

For the purposes of this study, course completion time was defined

as the number of days between course package receipt and the date each

subject received his end-of-course examination. A postcard was sent

with each set of materials on which the student could enter the date of

1Gene V. Glass and Julian C. Stanley, Statistical Methods in
Education and Psychology (Englewood Clf.ffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1970), pp. 376-77.

) 31
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receipt. A space was provided on each answer sheet for the date of

examination accomplishment. A comparison of these dates yielded a net

time (independent of mail transit time) which was averaged for compari-

sons between groups.

A somewhat ambitious but.more refined measure of completion time

was attempted by asking each student to record the amount of clock time

spent during each study session on a form provided. It was recognized

at the outset that placing a responsibility of this nature on the

student might be unreliable but; with large."student groups, might prove

an indicator of gross differences. The return of these forms was so low

(less than 4 percent) and the entries so diverse that consideration wad

meaningless.

Student performance

Individual student performance measures were extracted from each

end-of-course examination. Since, in both career fieldS,'materials and

tests differed slightly in objective coverage, subscores were derived

that included only knowledge assessment common to all groups being

compared.

Reading comprehension

To assess reading comprehension, a Cloze test was administered.

Each student was given selected passages to read that related directly

to his career field in which approximately every fifth word was omitted.

The reader was required to supply the exact missing word by relying on

his knowledge of the material and the dontext of the passage. The

4

3
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Clopze instrument is administered in accordance with self-contained

instructions and proved to be eas rstood by students. According

to research, this type of test is reliable and has demonstrated con-
.

struct validity.1 (See example at appendix J.)

Attitude measurement

Student attitudes were assessed using the semantic differential

technique (example at appendix K). Subjects were requested to choose,

on a seven point scale, between a series of bipolar adjectives such as

"good - bad," "weak - strong," etc., in response to a specific question.

The question asked of resident Food Service subjects was "I feel the

Food Service specialty is" and, at course completion, all subjects in

both career fields were asked "I feel that my ECI textbook materials

were." Student responses were averaged to provide means for comparisons

between groups. Research has shown the reliability of this technique,

which is easily administered by untrained persons, to range from.0.88 to

0.95.2

Questionnaire

A twenty-five item question7ire was also administered after exam-

ination completion (example at appendix N). It prpididgd a means for

gaining answers to specific questions pertinent to this ii)vestigatiOn.

1Raymond J. Horton, "The Construct Validity of Cloze Procedure: An
Exploratory Factor Analysis of Cloze, Paragraph Reading, and Structure-
of-Intellect" (Ph.D. dissertaon, Hofstra University, 1973), p. 113.
(University Microfilms No. 73-10,000.)

2
Arthur Mathis, Timothy A. Smith, and Duncan H. Hansen, "College

Student's Attitudes Toward CAI," Journal of Educational Psychology, vol.
61, no. 1 (1970), p. 50.



The infltrument was constructed from a hank.of standard ECI survey

questions and carried USAF Survey Control Number 76-141. Percentages

for each response were used for analysis.

Statistical Treatment

The primary vehicle for data storage and manipulation was the Air

University Educational Time Sharing System. Data files were created

that allowed within group calculations of standard statistical values:

mean, median, mode, variance, and standard deviation. Group mean values

were computed for performance scores, reading comprehension, semantic

differential scores, and time for course completion. In both field test

career fields, analysis of variance techniques were used for compairions

between groups. Additionally, a.treatment by level design was used to

test for interaction effect between performance scores among students

with differing reading abilities. In all cases, statistical signif-

icance at the .05 confidence level was used as the criterion for hypo-

thesis acceptance. Each Career Development Course is analyzed separ-

ately in the next two chapters, and specific data analysis procedures

used are discussed.

34
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CHAPTER IV

MATERIEL FACILITIES SPECIALIST STUDY

Introduction

In this chapter, the Materiel Facilities Specialist study will be

described. First the student population and its assignment to experi-

mental groups is defined. Then, the measures used for testin, by 'car

are discussed and statistics for the measures are given. '.ext, the

means of forming high and low reading ability gr,)ups are discussed, and

rnally, a deL:ription of, and report on each hypothesis tested is given.

.is follow-ed by a summary of the hypotheses tested.

The Student Population and its Assignment
to Experimental Groups

The original subjects in this study were 302 students who enrolled

in the Materiel Facilities Specialist course between 13 October 1976

and 5 January 1977. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three

groups, for which different course materials had been developed. Group

one received conventional materials, group- two received materials in the

Behavioral Objective Format (BCF), and group three received modular BOF

materials.

The subjects were randomly assigned to treatment groups as they

enrolled in the three-level Materiel Facilities apprentice-level course

"(CDC 64531). Originally, 101 subjects were assigned to group one

3



(conventional), 100 to group two (BOF), and 101 to group three (modu-

lar). .Of the original 302 subjects, sufficient data were avail Ole on

233 at the close of the study. Group one (conventional) and group, two

(BOF) retained 75 subjects each and group three (modular) retained 63

subjects. This amounted to a loss of 69 subjects, or 23 percent of the

original population. As forecast in - hapter I, about 10 percent of the

population was lost through nornal attrition. The rerrnder were lost

due to incomplete data. Sin, partio tion in the srl,,:dy was on a

voluntary basis, losses beyond normal J-7trition were an7icipated. A

summary of population assignmient and ]...ses is in Tab__ 1.

TABLE

FOPULKTION ASSIGNMEITTS AND LOSSES

Type of Course
Material Conventional BOF Modular Total

Original number
of subjects 101 100 101 302

Subjects lost
by attrition 13 13 7 33

Subjects remaining
after attrition 88 87 94 269

Subjects lost due
to incomplete data 13 12 11 36

Final number
of subjects 75 75 83 233

In appendix H, distributions showing demographics by group assign-

ment, including race,.sex, education, marital status, and number of

dependents are given. The distributions reported are what would be

expected through random assignment of subjects to each group.

36



Measures Used For Testing Hypotheses

Four measures were used to test the hypotheses; the statistics :or

edch 2.

The conventional, BOF, and modular course materials differed

d as well as t:.e ways of present_ :g subject matter.

_r.e = 7=e exa7in:.tich (CE) for the con---entional ours had 82 items,

the BIS 75, and the m,/iular 93. A total of 47 items were the same on

thre., exa*-,ineticns and were used as a comparable measure of group

performance.

h. The sematic differential technique was used to obtain a

measure of each subject's attitude toward his course materials. The

attitude scale ranged from minus 3 to plus 3 with zero being the point

of indifference.

c. A Cloze test was constructed from typical Materiel Faci-

iities text materials and administered to each subject. These scores

were used as a measure of reading comprehension.

d. A measure of completion time was obtained by subtracting

the date on which each student received his course materials from the

date that the student completed the course examination.

A similar population in each group is indicated by the similarity

of the means and medians for each measure; the standard deviations algo

indicate similar distributions. The measures used showed no indication

of having violated the basic assumption of normality that Underlies

statistical treatments used in this study (primarily the F-test, as used

in analysis of variance techniques).

is
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TABLE 2

STATISTICS ON MEASURES USED IN THE STUDY

_core N Mean Median Mode
Standard
Deviation Range Reliability

Ferformance

Conventional 75 74 31 76 72 9.54 40-31
BOF 75 65.99 65 63 9.92 44-91
Modular 75 69.95 68 65 11.16 46-93
Total 233 70.01 72 65 10.76 40-93 .72

Semantic
Differential

.

Conventional, 75 32.4 33 32 6.53 8-49
BOF 75 30.4 30 35 6.57 1:;-46

Modular 83 31.9 32 33 8.57 3-53
Total 233 31.6 32 35 7.35 3-53 NA

Cloze .

Conventional 75 13.32 14 17 7.07 1-27
BOF 75 14.02 15 15 8.60 0-30
M- :lar 83 15.37 16 23 8.94 0-36
Totekl 233 14.28 15 22 8.28 0-36 .85

Completion Time
Conventional 49 66.27 64 48 23.33 13-146
BOF 49 65.11 61 Z9 28.41 28-205
Modular 55 72.16 69 69 23.35 27-154
Total 149 68.15 65 64/69 25.26 13-205 NA

The reliability coefficients for the performance and Cloze scores

were calculated by the Kuder - Richardson 20 formula for internal con-
r

sistence of responses.1 The performance score reliability (.72) had a

standard error of 2.72 which would result in an individual score variation

at the 99 percent confidence level of + 7.01. The Cloze score reliability

(.85)' had a standard error of 2,79 resulting in an individual score

1George A. Ferguson, Statistical Analysis in rsychology and Educa-
tion (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1971), p. 368.
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variation at the 99 percent confidence level of + 7.21. Reliability

coefficients for the semantic differential instrument and completion

times were not calculated.

The Formation of High and Low
Reading Ability Subgroups

Two of the hypotheses required the formation of subgroups consist-

ing of students who demonstrated different levels of reading ability.

Two subgroups were formed, a high reading ability subgroup and a low.

The following procedure was used in forming subgroups. First, it

was noted (see Table 2) that the mean for the Cloze score for all treat-

ment group's combined was 14.28. At the 99% confidence level an in-
.

dividual Cloze score would vary no more than plus or minus 7.01.

Considering this, it was decided to use the mean as a center point and
ti

separate the high and low reading ability groups by at least 7 points.

Thus the high readiAg ability group included all students who scared 18

or above on the Cloze test and the low reading ability group was com-

posed of those that scored 10 or below. The frequency distribution of

the Cloze scores for the high and low reading ability groups has been

tabulated in Tables 3 and 4.
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TABLE 3

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CLOZE SCORES
HIGH READING ABILITY SUBGROUPS

Score
Conventional
Frequency

BOF
Freq.

Modular
Frequency

Matched
Clcze Scores
Frequency

3E 1
35

34

33 1

32

31 2

30 2 1

29 2 1
28 1 1

27 1 2

26 2 2

25 1 2 3 1
24 3 1 2 1
23 2 2 5 2

22 6 5 3 3
21 3 3 3 -3

20 1 4 3 1
19 2 3 2 2

18 4 . 2 4 2

TABLE 4

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CLOZE/SCORES
LOU READING ABILITY SUBGROUPS

Score Conventional BOF Modular,
Matched

Cloze Scores

10 2 2 14 2

9 2 6 3 2
8 3 1
7 5 4
6 2 2 2 2
5 4 S .2 - 2
4 2 2 2 2

3 4 1 3 1
2 3 -, .6 . 3 3
1

0 1.
1

) 4.1

3

1
1

..

is

4U
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Hypotheses Tested

In all, eleven hypotheses were formulated and tested for the

Materiel Facilities portion of the study. A description of each hy-

potheses and the resulting findings will be given in this section. The

following format will be used for describing each hypothesis: First,

the hypothesis will be stated in its experimental form. Next, the

statistical techniques used for testing the hypothesis will be cited and

the findings will be reported. For each experimental hypothesis tested,

significance at or beyond the .05 confidence level was used for accept-

ing the hypothesis as true. Analysis of variance techniques used

followed Ferguson's descriptions of one and two way classifications. 1

The first three hypotheses were grouped together as hypothesis "a"

in the original proposal. As the first three hypotheses all pertain to

treatment effects on students' performance and use the same statistical

technique, they will be described together.

Effects of instruction on performance

Hypothesis 1 was that students who study modular course materials

would show significantly better performance scores than those students

who study BOF materials.

Hypothesis 2 was that students who study modular courses would show

significantly better performance scores than those who study convention-

al materials.

Hypothesis 3 was that students who study BOF materials would show

4 'Ibid., p. 208-45.
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significantly better performance scores than students who study conven-

tional materials.

The prior expectations were that examination performance by stu-

dents would be greatest for group 3 (mOdular), less for group 2 (BOF),

and least for group 1.(conventional). As noted in Table 2, the actual

performance means differ from the expected rank order. The actual rank

order was conventional (mean = 74.31) highest, modular (mean = 69.95)

less, and BOF (mean = 65.99) least.

A one way classification analysis of variance was used to test each

/7
hypothesis. A comparison was made between performance scores for modular

end BOF students to test the first hypothesis. The comparisons indicated

a significant difference (F(1,156) = 51.52, P < .05) favoring the modular

students' performances; thus, the first experimental hypothesis was

accepted as being true.

A comparison was made between performance scores for modular and

conventional students to test the second hypothesis. The comparisons

indicated a significant difference, (F(1,156) = 6.87, P < .05) fayoring

the conventional student's performance. This 1 s a significant but

opposite finding of what was expected and consequently, the second

experimental hypothesis was rejected.

A comparison was made between performance scores for BOF and con-

ventional -tudents to test the'chird hypothesis. The comparison indi-

cated a highly significant difference, (F(1,148) = 27.39, P < .001)

favoring the conventional students. This, too, was a significant but

opposite finding of what was expected, therefore, the third experimental

hypothesis was rejected.
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The anomalies described in the preceding two paragraphs appear to

be duo to differences in volume review exercise and course examination

overlap between the conventional and both BOF course versions. This was

suggested by student responses on the opinion survey and is treated more

fully in chapter VI.

Effects of reading ability on performance

Thefourthhypothesiswasthathighabilityi readers will perform

significantly better than low ability readers. To test this, a compari-

son was made between performance scores of 88 high ability readers

(students who scored above 17 on the Cloze test) And 85 low ability

readers (students who scored below 11 on the Cloze test). The compari-

son indicated a highly significant difference (F(1,171) = 13.73, P <

.01) favoring the high ability readers. Thus, the fourth experimental

hypothesis was accepted as being true.

Unique effects of treatments on reading ability levels

The fifth hypothesis was that high ability readers would show

little difference in performance from one treatment to another while low

ability readers would demonstrate poorest performance using conventional

texts, intermediate performance with BOF, and highest performariCe using

the modulEr materials.

Hiih and low reading ability groups were formed using a procedure

similar to that of the fourth hypothesis. The assignment of subjects

differed, however, in that it required the matching of students in each

of the groups based on their Cloze test scores. The number of matched

groups for each score are shown in Table 3. The range of Cloze
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scores for the high matched groups was from 25-18 and the range for the

low matched groups was from 10-1.

As an example of the matching process, note that in Table 3, for a

Cloze score of 22, the conventional treatment had six subjects, the BOF

five, and the modular, three. Thus, for Cloze score 22, a maximum of

three matched subjects was set by the modular group and subjects from

the other two groups were randomly selected for assignment as matched

stall ,cts.

Table 5 shows tile-number of students for each cell, their mean CE

scores, and the standard deviations of these scores.

TABLE 5

GROUP STATISTICS BY READING ABILITY LEVELS

Reading
Ability
Levels Conventional BOF Modular

Number of Subjects 15 15 15
HIGH Mean CE Score 79.00 69.40 73.47

CE Standard Deviation 7.46 7.34 8.91

Number kof Subjects 15 15 15
LOW , Mean CE Score 73.20 63.87 68.53

CE Standard Deviation 9.20 8.38 8.03

The fifth hypothesis was tested by a two-way classification analy-

sis of variance, computea on matched students assigned to each treatment

at two levels, in a treatment by levels fixed model design. A compari-

son was made of the variability of the differences between the cell

performance score means at each level across treatments. The average

scores by reading ability and text format are shown in figure 2. The

two-way interaction between treatments (conventional, BOF, and modular).
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and levels (high and low reading ability) was not significant (F(2,84) =

.02). Thus, the fifth experimental hypothesis was rejected.

cre
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FIGURE 2
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Conventional BOF Modular

The course examination perfor e curves for high and low
readers are essentially tlei. This illustrates a lack
of interaction effect u _A, again causes rejection of the
hypothesis.

Effects of format on student attitude

The next three hypotheses (6, 7, and 8) pertain to the students'

attitude toward their courses. (These three hypotheses were derived

from hypothesis "e" of the original proposal.) As the three are related

and use the same statistical technique, they will be described together.

The sixth hypothesiL that students who studied the modular

course would display a significantly more positive attitude toward

their training materials than those who receive the BOF version.

The seventh hypothesis was that students who studied the modular

course would display a significantly more positive attitude toward their

training materials than those who received the conventional course.
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The eighth hypothesis was that students who-studied BOF course

materials would display a significantly more positive attitude toward

their course materials than those who received the conventional course.

The prior expectations were that the modular course Materials would

be most favorably received, the BOF materials less, and conventional

materials least favorably received. As noted in Table 2, the actual

semantic differential score means differ from their rexpeaed rank

order. The actual rank order was conventional, 32.4, most favorably

received; modular, 31.9, less favorably received; and SOF, 30.4, least

favorably received. The scores are shown in Figure 3 in their oririn-

ally scaled forms ranging from minus 3 to plus 3.

DISLIKE

FIGURE 3

LIKE

Conventional .24
Modular .20 *

BOF .04

Each hypothesis was tested, using a one-way analysis of variance. A

comparison was made between semantic differential scores for modblar and

BOF students to test the sixth hypothesis. This comparison indicat,;d

modular students, more than BOF students, viewed their course materials

favorably; however, the difference, (F(1,156) = 1.71) in the semantic

differential scores for the two was not significant. Thus, the sixth

experimental hypothesis was rejected.

The seventh hypothesis was tested by making a comparison between

semantic differential scores for modular and conventional students.
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This comparison indicated a reversal of wbat was expected in that con-

ventional students, more so than modular students, viewed their course

materials favorably, however, the difference, (F(1,156) = .12) was not

significant. Hence, the seventh hypothesis was rejected.

A comparison was made between semantic differential scores for BOF

and conventional students to test the eighth hypothesis, The comparison

indicated a reversal ofwhat was expected in that conventional students

more so than BOF students held favorable views of their course materials

and consequently, the eighth experimental hypothesis was rejected, The

unexpected finding was not significant, (F(1,148) = 3.63, P < .10).

Effect of format on completion times

The ninth, tenth, and eleventh hypotheses pertained to completion

time and were formulated as.restatements of hypothesis "f" of the

original'proposal. As they are similar they will be described together.

The ninth hypothesis was that the completion t. e for students

using modular materials would be significantly shorter than for students

using BOF materials.

The tenth hypothesis was that the completion time for students

using modular materials would be significantly shorter than for students

using the conventional materials.

The eleventh hypothesis was that the completion time for students

using BOF materials would be significantly shorter than for students

using conventional materials.

The prior expectations were that students who received instruction

by way of the modular course materials would require the least amount of



time to complete their course, students who received instruction by way

(J1 the Hu material's would require more, and those who used the conven-

4 tional materials would, require the most time. The actual rank order for

completion time Was BOF (65.31 days), conventional (66.27 days), and
4

tbodillar (72.16 days).

A one-way analysis of variance was used to test these hypothesis by

coMParing completion times for modular and BOF (F(1,98) = 1.71) modular

c)ricl conventional (F(1,102) = 1.62) and BOF and conventional (F(1,92) =

.03). As none of the F ratios were significant, all three experimental

hypotheses were rejected.

Summary
#

Of'the eleven expei,imental hypotheses, only two were accepted as

Being true. Specifically, modular students' performance was found to be

Significantly higher than BOF students and high ability readerrper-

tormance significantly higher than that of low ability readers. Two

other findings were significant but were opposite to what was expected,

in that conventional students' performance was found to be significantly

higher than either the modular or the BOF students' performance. There

were no significant findings on the seven remaining hypotheSes.
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CHAPTE4,V

THE FOOD SERVICE STUDY

Introduction

The Food Service study involves a comparison of texts in a behav-

ioral objective format (BOF) versus innovative materials employing a

high impact graphic (HIG) technique. This chapter consists of six

sections. First, two categories of Food Service students are described,.

group assignments are specified, and student demographics by category

an group of assignment are reported. This is followed by a description

and statistical report of the measures used for hypothesis testing.

Next,'the method used in forming high, middle, and low reading ability

subgroups is described. Then, each experimental hypothesis is described

and tested, and an analysis of each is presented. This is followed by a

brief summary of the hypotheses.

Categories of Subjects and
Assignment to Treatments

Subjects were selected for the study and classifiedin two cate-

gorie.,

The first consisted of students who had recently attended the Food

Service 3-level resident school at Lowry Air Force Base in Colorado.

Students who attended between 4 August 19.76 and 16 December 1976 were

potential subjects for this study.

49
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An instrument battery developed by the Extension Course Institute

was administered to 210 of the Lowry resident students (ilring the last

five months of 1976. This instrument battery consisted of a course

examination (CE) pretest for career development course 62250, a Cloze

test for the 5-level Food Service Specialist Course, a semantic differ-

ential scale for measuring student attitudes toward the Food Service

Specialist career field, and a biographical information sheet.

The second category.consisteq,)f students who were either directed

dutl assignees (those who attain. -,1 their 1-' p, --rre, I nce and

had not attended the a 'sident set, v)1) or students who had attended the

resident school prior to August 1976. for subjects in this category, no

pt4etest data were available; consequently, they were randomly assigned

tc one of the two treatment groups.

Table 6 shows the source and assignment of subjects to the two

treatment groups. A total of 131 usable subjects resulted from .the 215

original assignments. As noted in chapter 1, the expected attrition rate

was 14 larcent, or approximately 30 subjects. The actual attrition was

84 - about 34 percent. The higher than expected attrition rate was

probably due in part to the fact that part.- .pation in the study was on

a voluntary basis and in part to the recent civilian contracting of

services normally performed by military fona service personnel.

5G



TABLE 6

TREATMENT GROUP ASSIGNMENT AND SUBJECTS RETAINED

Source BOF
High Impact

Graphic Total

, (Assignment to
Treatment Groups)
Category One (Resident Preparation) 53 54 107
Category Two (Non-Resident Preparation) 53 55 108
Totals 106 109 215 \

(Subjects Retained)
Category One (Resident Preparation) 42 44 86
Category Two (Non-Resident Prepnt tion) 18 27 45
pfals 60 71 131

The 107 subjects from the first category were assigned to the BOF

and high impact graphic treatment groups in a manner that assured as

close a match as possible on Cloze scores and sex. The stratification

of category one subjects on Cloze scores and sex and assignment to treat-

ment groups is shown in appendix L. The 108 students from category two

were randomly assigned to eithet...,420F or high impact graphic treatment

group.

In appendix I, demographics by category and group assignment,

including race, sex, educational level, marital status and number of

dependents are shown. There it may be noted that with the exception

of sex -- seven females were assigned to the high impact graphic treat-

ment group and none to the BOF -- the distributions for category two

are what would be expected of random assignments.

Measures Used for Testing Hypotheses

Four measures were used to test the hypotheses. These were as

follows:
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a. The BOF and high impact graphic course materials differed in

objectives covered as well as the ways of presenting subject matter. The

course examinations for each textual version contained 124 items, 100

of which were common to the two examinations. These items were used as

a comparable measure of group performance.

b. The semantic differential technique was used to obtain a mea-

sure of each subject's attitude toward his course materials. The ori-

ginal attitude scale ranged from minus 3 to plus 3.

c.. A Cloze test was constructed from typical Food Service materials

and administered to each subject. Cloze scores were used as a measure

of reading comprehension.

d. A measure of completion time was obtained by subtracting the

date on which each student received his course materials from the date

on which the student completed the course examination. (A return,post-

card was included with all course materials with instruction to indi-

cate the date materials were received.) Statistics on these four

measures are shown in Table 7.
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TABLE 7

STATISTICS ON MEASURES USED IN THE STUDY

Score N Mean Median Mode
Standard
Deviation Range Reliability

Performance
BOF 60 71.05 73 77 8.64 47-89
HIG 71 74.13 75 77 6.99 57-89
Total 131 72.72 74 77 7.91 47-89 .80

Semantic Differential
BOF 53 32.74 32 31 6.40 14-47
HIG 69 35.00 36 36 8.06 9-55
Total 122 34.57 34 30 7.53 9-55 NA

Cloze
BOF 60 20.07 22 24 7.39 2-36
HIG 71 21.28 23 24 7.16 3-34
Total 131 21.02 22 24

i/N
7.24 2-36 .79

Completion Time.
BOF 29 130.03 127 43.74 48-232
HIG 40 100.03 104 39.16 17-225
Total 69 112.64 109 43.47 17-232 NA

The similarity of each group is indicated by the statistics for

each measure. The measures used showed no indication of violating the

basic assumptions that underlie the statistical treatments used in this

study (primarily the F-test as used in analysis of variance techniques).

As in the previous case, the reliability coefficients for the

performance and Cloze scores were calculated by the Kueer - Richardson

Formula 20, a standard measure of internal consistency of response. The

perforwnce score reliability (.80) had a standard error of 3.86, which

would result in an individual score variation at the 99 percent confidence

level of + 9.96. The Cloze score reliability (.79) had a standard error

of 2.80, which would result in an individual score variation at the 99

percent confidence level bf + 7.22. Reliability coefficients foi, the

semantic differential instrument and completion times were not calculated.

5.;
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The Formation of High, Middle, and Low
Reading AI)ility Subgroups

Two of the hypothesis required the formation of subgroups consist-

;rip. of :,tridents who demonstrated different level of reading ability;

Three'leyols of readinty, ability (high, middle, and .low) were for:Med. .

A procedure paralleling that described in chapter IV was used in

forming the subgroups. rirst, .it.was noted (see Table 7) that the mean

for the Cloze-score was 21.02. At the 99 percent confidence level, an

individual Cloze scbre would vary no more than plus or minus 7.2. Con-

.0dering this, high and low reading ability groups were formed by using

the Cloze score mean as a midpoint between the 'two groups, which were

then separated by a 7 point spread. Thus, the high reading ability

groups included all students who scored 25 or above on the Cloze test

and the low reading ability groups were composed of those that scored 17

or below. The middle ability students consisted of students who scored

within the range of 18 and 24. Frequency distributions of each group

(high, middle, and low) within each treatment (BOF and high impact

graphics) are shown in, Tables 8, 9, and 10.

TABLE 8

.

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CLOZE SCORES
RICH READING ABILITY

SCORE
BOF
FREQ.

HIG
FREQ.

EXACTLY MATCHED
PAIRS

36

35
1

34 1
33

32 1

31 2 4 2

30 4 3 3

29 . 1
28 3 it 3

27 2 5 2

26 5 5 5

25 3 6 3

54
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TABLE 9

FREQUENCY DISTRIBION OF CLOZE SCOREF.
MIDDLE READING ABILITY

SCORE
B0F
FREQ.

HIG
FREQ.

EXACTLY MATCHED
PAIRS

24 1 6 1

23 3 1 1

22 5 5 5

21 4 2 2

20 4 3 3

19 1 3 1

18 3 2 2

TABLE 10

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CLOZE SCORES
LOW READING ABILITY

SCORE.
B0F
FREQ.

HIG EXACTLY MATCHED
FREQ. PAIRS

17 1 1 1

16 3 4 3

15 3 3 3

14 1

13 1 1 1

12 .1

11 2 2 2

10 1 3 1

9 2 2 2

8 1

7 1

6 2

5

4 1

3 1

2 1

Hypotheses Tested

Five hypotheses were formulated and tested fQr the Food Services

portion of the study. A description of each hypothesis and resulting
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ihdini7 is given in this section. The procedure :011 tcr oach

TO Mate the hypothesis, present the statistical techniques u ed

testing the hypothesis, and cite the findings. Analys__ of variance

techniques were based on Ferguson's description of one and two way

classificatiJn.1 For each experimental hypothesis tested, significance

at or beyond the .05 confidence level was used for acceptance.

The first hypothesis pertained to treatment effects on student's

performance.

Effects of instruction on performance

Hypothesis one was that students who study high impact graphic course

materials would show significantly better performance scores than those

who study BOF materials.

A one-way classification, analysis of variance, was used to test

the hypothesis. A comparison was made between performance scores for

high impact graphic students (mean = 74.13) and BOF students (mean =

71.05). The comparison indicated a significant difference(F(1,29) =

5,97, P < .05) favoring the high impact graphic students' performance.

Thus, the first experimental hypothesis was accepted as being true.

Effects of reading ability on_performance

The second hypothesis was that high ability readers would perform

significantly better than low ability readers. To test this, students

were grouped into high and low reading ability groups depending on their

1
George A. Ferguson, Statistical Analysis in Psychology and Educa-

tion (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1971), pp. 208-45.,
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eA ;-,eve 24 were inclu in the

Ing g,roup, and t-bose tat score d below 18 in the low

reaing ability group. The frequency distribution of the Cloze scores

for the high and low reading ability groups is shown in Tables P and 10.

A one -wily analysis of variance was used to test this hypothesis. A

comparison wal7 made between 'Ale performance scores for high reading abi-

lity :;tudents (mean 75.72) and low reading ability students (mean

68.U1). The comparison indicated a highly significant difference

(F(1,86) 22.27, p < .01) favoring the high ability readers' performance.

Thus, the second experimental hypothesis was accepted as being true.

Unique effects of treatments and reading ability levels

The third hypothesis was that high ability readers would show

little difference in performance from one treatment to another while

middle and low ability readers would demonstrate best performance using

high impact graphic course materials and poorest performance using BOF

materials. To test this students in each treatment group were divided

into three subgroups depending on their Cloze scores. Within each

subgroup and betwec' each treatment group, the Cloze test scores were

used to form matched pairs of students. When exactly matched pairs of

students' Cloze scores did not exist, the closest possible match was

sought. The high reading ability group consisted of best matched

students who scored 25 or better on the Cloze test, the middle reading

ability group consisted of best matched students who scored within the

range of 18 to 24, and the low reading ability group was made up of best

5



-1cny,1 lent.; wh() :7.ccred 17 or less.

t---wa7 :nalv!;H of variance wa- ut;ed to to..!1- ior

;nt,rat:on f 1 ert (treatmcnt by reading ability level ). A compari::on

wan made of the variability of the difference between the subgroups'

performance score means at each level across treatments. This compari-

son is depicted in Figure 4, where the relative standing of performance

r; core means for subgroups is shown. The variability of differences

was not significant (F(2,114) = 1.42) and consequently, the third experi-

mental hypothesis was not accepted as being true.

FIGURE 4

0\0

75.67

----

75.33
High ability readers ---* 74.90

_-------
_---: readers

71.05 modle 70.44

r

BOF HIG

Effects of format on student attitude

The fourth hypothesis was that students who studied the high impact

graphic course would display a significantly more positive attitude to-

ward their training materials than those who received the BOF course.

A one-way classification analysis of variance was used to test for

a significant difference on the semantic differential instrument scores

5E



'between high impact graphic (mean score = 35.99) and BUY (mean score =

32.74) students. Figure 5 shows the relative standing of high impact

graphic and BOF students on the original semantic differential scale

ranging from plus three to minus three. The comparison indicated a

significant difference (F(1,120) = 5.81, P < .05) in attitudes with

the high impact graphics students being the most positive. Thus, the

fourth hypothesis was accepted as being true.

FIGURE 5

DISLIKE -2 0 +1 +2 +3 LIKE

HIG 0.60
BOF 0.27

Effects of format on completion times

The fifth hypothesis way that the completion time in days for stu-

dents using high impact graphic mate-ials would be s'.gnificantly shorter

than for students using BOF materials.

A one-way analysis of variance was used to test for a significant

difference in completion time between the high impact graphic (mean =

100 days) and BOF (mean = 130 days) students. The comparison indicated

ahighly significant difference (F(1,67) = 8.95, P < .01) in comple-

tion times, with the high impact graphics students requiring the least

time. Thus, the fifth hypothesis was accepted as being true.

Summary

In summary, four of the five experimental hypotheses were accepted.

Student performance was found to be significantly better on the high
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were ound to perform significantly better on end Or course exams than

less able readers, students' attitudes toward the high impact graphic

material were significantly more positive than those toward the BOF

material, and the number of days required for completion were sigui-

tic.intly fewer for the high impact graphic students. The hypothesis

about the treatment by reading ability level was not supported. As

expected, able readers showed little difference in performance on either

the high impact graphics or BOF course and less able readers showed

better performance on the high impact graphics course, however, the

interaction effect of these ''ifferences in performance was not signifi-

cant.

In the next chapter, supp3rt of'the findings for the sixteen

hypotheses (eleven for the Materiel Facility specialists and five

for the Food Service students) will be sought through a review of

student surveys.

k
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CHAPTER VI

STUDENT OPINION SURVEYS

Introduction

Upon completion of their respective course examinations, students

who participated in the Materiel Facilities and Food Service studies

were asked to respond to a survey instrument consisting of twenty-five

items. In this chapter the interpretation of the survey responses for

each study will be given. First, a general overview highlighting the

innovative courses will be presented. Then a more specific perspective

compares survey results to relevant findings resulting from the hypotheses

tested in each study.

For the interested reader, a description of how the survey instru-

ment was interpreted is given in appendixes M, N, and O. Appendix M

describe how the survey items are classified into types and subtypes; N

reports h w the student responses to the survey instrument are regarded

and lists each survey item and its pertinent response data, and 0 des-

cribes and lists the frequency of occurrance of arrays and treatment

rankings for seven item clusters. Appendix P graphically depicts the

percentage of students in each Materiel Facilities group who responded

negatively-to each survey item. Item numbers are sequenced to show

progressive increases in negativity by students in the innovative group

(modular BOF). Appendix Q reflects similar information for the Food

Service survey.

1
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An Overview of Innovative Courses

The materiel facilities and food service studies each had treatment

groups in which innovative textual materials were used. For the Materiel

Facilities study this was the modular group and for the Food Service

study the high impact graphic group.

From a global perspective, students from the innovative group for

each study gave more positive responses to the survey items than their

corresponding BOF counterparts. An interpretation of the student res-

ponses resulted in the following contentions. The Materiel Facilities

conventional course war: more positively regarded than the modular course

and the modular course was more positively regarded than the BOF course.

For the Food Service study the high impact graphic course was found to

be more positively regarded than the BOF. Thus, in each study, the

innovative courses were found to be more positively regarded than those

in the behavioral objective format.

The Materiel Facilities Survey

In this section, analysis will be limited to the Materiel Facili-

ties study and the student responses to the survey items will be viewed

from a more specific prospect. Six clusters of items were formed on the

basis of objective similarity and are interpreted with respect to the

relevant findings that resulted from the eleven hypotheses (see appendix

R) tested in chapter IV.

Difficulty of Texts

The first cluster contains six items (1, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) that



relate to the difficulty of texts. The following interpretations re-

sulted from student responses to these items.

More students from the BOF course than from either of the others

indicated the text materials were difficult considering their present

level of training. They also found the BOF version hard to read and

difficult to understaId. In the opinion of the students, the BOF

version contained too many technical terms, had an excessive number of

abbreviations, and frequently employed technical terms that were un-

defined.

More modular text students found their materials too difficult for

their present level of training than did conventional students; this

seemed relLted to modular student perceptions of excessive technical

terms and abbreviations in their texts.

More conventional than modular students indicated their materials

were difficult to understand. This probably relates to conventional

student perceptions that their texts are difficult to read.

All subjects shared the view that their materials frequently

employed technical terms or acronyms that were undefined; this was

expressed by over 60 percent of the students from each group with the

difference between groups less than two percent.

The above interpretations of the items had a direct beari on

hypotheses 1, 2, and 3. The perceptions of least difficult mate ials

for conventional, less for modular and greatest for BOF were consistent

with an acceptance of the first hypothesis and the rejectiOn of the

second and third.



Textual coverage

The second cluster contains tour 3cems that repute to textual

coverage. These are items 2, 3, 4, and 10. The :zoliowing conclusionn

were derived from student responses to these items.

BOF students believed, more so that modular students, that the

course materials were deficient in illustrations and foldouts, and that

behavioral objectives were inadequately covered in the text and poorly

tested. BOF and modular course materials both depend heavily on be-

havioral objectives as study guides, while conventional objectives were

not rigidly organized and thus could not be meaningfully compared here.

This interpretation was consistent with the first hypotheis in that a

more adequate coverage of course objectives and better illustrations and

foldouts describe conditions that most likely would result in an ,in-

crease in student performance.

Relevance of Texts to Job

BOF and modular students expressed less satisfaction than conven-

tional students on several issues: (1) they believed that their courses

contained more material/than needed at their particular stages in their

Air Force careers, (2) they believed that their courses contained more

material than needed to do their jobs (over 50% of the topics discussed

were said to not relate to their present jobs), and (3) they considered

their courses to be unrealistically complex. These students also felt

that few of the different types of equipment discussed were used in

their jobs, and that few of the tasks described were ever performed.

In short, a larger percentage of students indicated that conven-
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tional course materials were more closely related to the actual than

st_;1ents in modular or BOF %-ersinns.

contrasting modular and BOF students, it was leanned that rore

modular than BOF students regarded the scope of their material as too

broad. Modular students also felt that their jobs recuired less expo-

L.ure to the equipment discussed in their texts.

In short, BOF students, more so than modular students, agreed that

most of the topics discussed in the course did not relate to the job,

that the tasks described were more complex than those on the job, and

that many of the tasks were rarely perfcrmed.

The above speculations support hypothesis one in that the lower

performance found for the BOF students is compatible with a larger

percentage from that group than from the modular group perceiving their

course to be overly complex and unrelated to the job performed.

Difficulty of course examinations

The fourth cluster of items related to the difficulty of course

examinations and consisted of items 21 and 22. What follows is an

interpretation of student responses.

Many modular students, fewer BOF students, and still fewer conven-

tional students indicated that they had difficulty understanding the

course examination questions. Most students regarded their test as

being somewhat difficult. It was noed that less than 7 percent of any

group indicated that the course examination was too easy to really test

one's knowledge of the course materials.



:Cr; that, fewer conventional students :cerceived he

:.:a77.inutio:. as difficult than did student:7 in either he

Aner 4roup-. consistent with the second and third hvicotheses.

Inc,-nnistent with the first in that the rank order on exam performance

wa; conventional highest; modular next highest; and BOF, lowest.

-ourse examination coverage

The fifth cluster of items jertained to the course examination

coverage and consisted of items 19, 23, and 25. A greater percentage of

BOF than modular students and still fewer conventional students indicated

that the course examination asked questions about material not contained

in the texts. This interpretation is consistent with the findings for

hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 in that the performance score rank orders agree

with the responses. The next two observations were of particular

importance. First, more than half of the modular and BOF students, but

only a fifth of the conventional students indicated that most course

examination questions did not come directly from the volume review

exercises. Second, a greater percentage of students from the conven-

tional course, fewer from the modular course, and fewest from the BOF

indicated that they prepared for the course examination by studying only

the volume review exercises or only the text. As a result of these two

observations, an analysis of the relationship of volume review exercises

and course examinations was made for each course version.

It was found that a 44 percent repetition of identical items

existed between the conventional course examination and its correspond-
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volume review exercise. There was no such overlap in eithEr the

7".h. modular examinations and `heir corresponding volume review exer-

Th:-7,e findings :,ear heavily on the second and third hypotheseF

-and could very well account for the unexpected reversed findings for

these two hypotheses.

Course examination relevance to the job

The sixth cluster of items pertained to course eamination rele-

vancy to the student's job. The cluster consisted of items 20 and 24.

It was noted that a greater percentage of BOF and modular students than

conventional students indicated that the course examination neither

covered the most important concepts relating to their jobs, nor tested

suhjects important to their jobs. The above interpretation would most

likely have hearing on the rejection of the seventh and eighth hypotheses

as the student's attitude about the course materials would be affected

by their perceptions of the adequacy of course examinations.

The Food Service Survey

This section analyses the survey for the food service study.

Again, as in the proceeding section, student responses to survey items

will be viewed from a specific prospect. Six clusters of items are

interpreted and compared to relevant findings that resulted from hypo-

theses (see appendix R) tested in cha er V.

Difficulty of texts

The fist cluster contains six items'",,that relate to text difficulty

(items 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9). The following speculations resulted from



---r:retation of the student's responses to these items.

f7;eap.Ing, the EOF course was considered e,. more

lhah hi .h impact graphic version. More tents from the

c e indicated the text materials were difficult considering

their present level of training. They also found the BOF difficult to

understand and hard to read. In the opinion of the students, the BOF

contained too many technical terms and had an excessive number of abbre-

viations. However, technical :errs were considered as being more

frequently undefined in the high impact graphic course. spite of

this, this version was considered as being generally less difficult.

This interpretation is consistent with the findings for hypotheses 1, 3,

icr hvpotheseE. 1, 4, and 5, the findings of significantly better

rformance, more positive attitude, and quicker completion time by high

rnpact graphic students ...as consistent with the survey interpretation

that this course was generally considered to be less, difficult. Fos

hypothesis 3, the higher (but not significant) performance by less able

readers on the high impact graphic "ersion was consistent with the

survey interpretation that this course was easier to read.

Textual coverage

The second cluster, contains four items that relate to textual

coverage; items 2, 3, 4, and 10. The following ..onjecturs were drawA

from an interpretation of the student responses to these items.

With respect to the coverage of stated objectives, the high impact

graphic course was generally considered to be more adequate than the

f
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BOV. More high impact graphic than BOF.students had the opinion that

the questions at the end of each objective actually tested the objec-

tive. Also, BOF students believed that there had been inadequate use of

illustrations and foldouts.

To briefly summarize, the BOF seemed to be covering the right

things but was lacking in the manner of presentation while the high

impact course had a better presentation but was lacking in

.,!-,a;4. This interpretation would most likely have bearing on the

first and fourth hypotheses as a course that is better presented would

result in higher performance and be better received.

Relevance of texts to job

The third cluster of items related to the relevance of textual

materials to the actual jobs performed by students. This cluster con-

sisted of items 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16.

BOF students believed that their course contained more material

than needed at their particular stage in the Air Force and more mater.Ld-

than needed to do their jobs (over 50 percent of the topics discussed

were believed to be nonrelated to their jobs). On the other hand, high

impact graphic students felt that few of the different types of equip-

ment discussed were used on their jobs, and that few, of the tasks de-

scribed were ever performed. To briefly summarize, the BOF course

seemed to have too much coverage with respect to the job while the high

impact graphic course had too little. This interpretation would most

likely have some bearing on the fifth hypothesis as completion time is

related to the amount of material covered.

GQ
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Difficulty of course examinations

The fourth cluster consisted of items 21 and 22 and related to the

difficulty of the course examinations.

With respect to examination difficulty, BOF students considered

their examination as being too-easy to test their knowledge of the

material while the high impact graphic group had more difficulty under-

standing the questions. It is noted that the percentage of students

from the respective courses voicing this opinion was relatively small

(less than 21 percent for any course). Consequently, the interpretation

of these items have little, if any, bearing on the hypotheses.

Course examination coverage

The fifth cluster of items pertained to the course examination

coverage and consisted of items 19, 23, and 25.

BOF students believed that the course examination asked questions

abou' materials not covered in the text. When preparing for the course

examination, BOF students also believed examination questions came

directly from the volume review exercises and consistent with this

belief they undertook a less comprehensive review of course materials

prior to taking their exams. The first interpretation that exam ques.-

tions were not covered in the text would be supportive of a positive

attitude toward the course materials and consistent with the fourth

hypothesis. However, the belief that examination questions came di-

rectly from the volume reviews would most likely have the opposite

effect.

7c
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Course examination relevance to job

The sixth cluster of items pertained to the course examination

relevancy to the student's job. The cluster consisted of items 20

and 24.

Although the high impact graphic material was considered less

related to the job than the BOF, the high impact graphic course examina-

tion was considered to be better related to the job than that of BOF.

High impact graphic students believed that the course examinations

covered the most importaht concepts relating to their job and that most

examination questions were about topics important to their job. This

interpretation would most likely have a bearing on the fourth hypothesis

as acceptance of the course materials is related to student feelings

about the appropriateness of the course examination.

Summary

A review and interpretation of the student survey was made for

students in the Materiel Facilities and Food Service courses. First,

an overview of the survey items was presented. In general, it was found

that innovative courses were more favorably regarded than BOF courses.

Then a description of the item interpretations as they related to the

hypotheses tested in chapters 4 and 5 was given. In most cases, it was

found that the interpretations of survey items were consistent with and

supportive of one or more of the hypotheses.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

The preceding chapters have presented an analysis of innovative

correspondence materials in two Air Force career fields. In the appren-

tice Materiel Facilities Specialist's course, a three-way comparison was

made between conventional texts, materials in the BOF, and an innovative

modular BOF text. In the Food Service Specialist's course, a comparison

was made between texts in the BOF and those using the innovative high

impact graphic technique. This chapter summarizes the findings of each

of these studies and states the conclusions drawn. It is important to

recognize that these conclusions are based only on the two career

development courses studied; therefore, generalizations beyond wf4t has

been experimentally observed should be made with caution. The findings

suggest, however, that the innovative materials studied have varying

degrees of value in terms of student achievement and attitude with

potential for further application in other Air Force 'career specialties.

Restatement of Hypotheses

The experimental hypotheses as stated in chapter I were as follows:

a. That students who receive instruction by way of modified

CDCs (newly developed) will perform significantly better on course
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examinations than those

b. That high

better than low ability

examination.

who receive instruction by conventional texts.

ability readers will perform significantly

readers on each respective field test course

c. That, on the Food Services course examinations, high abi-

lity readers will show little difference in performance depending on
r-

training media while low ability readers will perform significantly

better using the contemporary narrative/enhanced graphics version.

d. That,'on the Materiel Facilities course examinations, high

ability readers will show little difference in performance depending on

training media whereas low ability readers will demonstrate poorest

performance using conventional texts, intermediate perforMance with BOF,

and highest performance using modular BOF texts.

e. That students receiving modified text instruction will

display a significantly more positive attitude toward their training

than those who receive instruction by conventional CDCs.

f. That the innovative texts will be completed in a shorter

average time than current conventional and BOF volumes.

Each hypothesis was tested using analysis of variance techniques

with a .05 significance level (chance occurrence no greater than 5 times

in 100) as the criterion for acceptance.

Materiel Facilities Course Study

In the Materiel Facilities course (CDC 64531), a three-way compari-

son of conventional texts, the BOF, and the innovative Modular BOF was

conducted. The Modular BOF involves chapters that may be studied in any

r".."
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order (molule?0, liberal illustrations, and frequent summarizing notes.

A minimum of 100 students were enrolled in each group with usably data

yielded as follows: conventional, 75; BOF, 75; and modular BOF, 83.

Student subscores were then compared by test format with these mean

results: conventional, 74.31; BOF 69.91; modular, 69.95. The mean

score of each group using behavioral objectives was significantly lower

than that of the conventional group. On the basis of that finding,

hypothesis "a" was rejected. While unexpected, this is not difficult to

explain. The advantage of behavioral objectives lies in their ability

to focus curriculum planning and to communicate instructional intent to

the student. Research has not consistently shown that behavioral objec-

tives result in greater student achievemeLt. Further, the opinion

/'
survey conducted as a part of this study suggested that students in he

BOF and modular courses felt inadequately prepared for their course

examinations 133, each volume review exercise (VRE). Later investigation

showed a 44 percent repetition of VRE and course examination items in

the conventional course, but no such overlap in either the BOF or innova-

tive modular version. This test overlap may have biased findings

associated with the conventional materials.

The average subscores of low reading ability students was 68.08,

and that of the high ability group was 73.75. The 5.67 percentage point

difference in subscores was significant, and hypothesis "b" was accepted.

Student reading ability was again shown to be a student characteristic

significantly affecting test performance.

Hypothesis "c" did not apply to the Materiel Facilities course.

When students were stratified according to reading ability, both
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high and low groups performed best using conventional texts, poorest

with the BOF, and intermediately using modular BOF materials. There was

no significant interaction effect between any group, therefore, hypothe-

sis "d" was rejected. While the innovative modular group did not out

per:orm the conventional group as hypothesized, its performance over the

BOF group was significant and should be noted.

Differences in student acceptance of the three textual versions

were not significant, therefore, hypothesis"e" was rejected.

The average number of days required for course completion was 66

'for the conventional version, 75 for the BOF, and 72 for the modular

format. These differences were not significant, and hypothesis "f" was

rejected.

Food Service Course' Study

In the Food Service career field(CDC 62250), a comparison was made

between students using a text in the Behavioral Objective Format (BOF)

and students using the newly developed high impact graphic text. Of 106

students enrolled in the BOF, 60 completed, in time to

!

yield usable data;

of 109 in the high impact graphic version, 71 produced usable data.

Performance was measured by subscore on the examination items common to

both versions. Student receptiveness to.texts was obtained using the

semantic differential technique (polar adjectives, such as "(leepA--

shallow"). Reading tomprehension was measured by scores on a fill-in-

the blank examination, a procedure called the Cloze technique. Each hy-

pothesis was then tested separately.
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Students were again divided into high and low reading ability

E/A

groups and common item subscores were compared. The low reading ability

group averaged 68.61 correct; the high reading ability group 75.72. The

7.11 percentage point difference was statistically significant, there-

fore, the hypothesis "a" was accepted.

Students were then compared by textual treatment groups while dis-

regarding reading ability. Subscores for the BOF students averaged

71.05, compared with 74.13 for the high impact graphic students. The

3.08 percentage point performance difference by students using the high

impact graphic text was significant, therefore, hypothesis "b" was

accepted.

Next, students were compared using different textual formats while

considering reading abilities in a treatment by lever design. As hypothe-

sized, able readers performed well using either text while low ability

readers showed some performance increase using the high impact graphic

materials. However, this increased performance was not significant and

caused rejection of hypothesis "c".

Hypothesis "d" did not apply to the food service course.

General student acceptance of this innovative high impact graphic

material was significantly greater than that of the BOF based on, semantic

differential test scores. Hypothesis "e" was therefore accepted.

Course completion times waE defined as the time between course

package receipt by the student and the date of course examination. The

BOF students required an average of 130 days to complete, whereas the

high impact graphics studentth averaged 100 days. This difference is

significant, and hypothesis "f" was accepted.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

several observations and conclusions can be drawn from this field

test. First, the procedures used to gather data worked, and could be

used again to evaluate other innovations as the need arises. Second,

when the high impact graphic text was used by students of limited read-

ing ability, it worked as anticipated and worked well. This format

could be usefully applied to other career 4evelopment courses in which

reading problems are known to exist. Finally, though the modular

approach did not demonstrate all anticipated :performance advantages, it

did show slight improvement over the present BOF. The difference is

enough to justify continued development to expand use of the modular

concept in selected areas.

The following recommendations can be derived from this study:

First, that the Extension Course Institute apply the field study methods

developed here to the validation of other innovations in its corres-

pondence program. Second, that Air Training Command preparing agencies

be encouraged in the extensive us-_! of illustrations in Career Del..1.p-

nent Courses, particularly when populations of low-ability readers are

believed to exist. Finally, that self-contained study modules be

developed whenever this is compatible with the subject matter, to facili-

tate direct text support of on-the-job training.

7
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CHAPTER 3
Appendix A 68

Conventional Text
(Materiel Facilities Course)

Supply Cataloging Publications

RECORDS FOR a recent calendar yeaT show
that the Air Force had approximately two
million active cataloged items in its inventory.
Th se item', it is estimated, were involv:?d in
the nrco-,essing of 253.3 million st_ pply
transactions between depots and bases.
Furthermore, this figure does not includr, the
innumerable transactions that were made
between the hundreds of base level accounts
and their thousands of local customers. Every
one of these transactions requires accurate
communication of specific supply data from
one activity to another. Unless there is a
common language between the user on one
hand and the supplier on the other, it is
almost impossible for an effective transaction
to occur at any level. To meet this need for a
common language relating to items of supply,
the Department of Defense and Air Ft`?.rce
prepare, pubBish, and distribute the various
cataloging ptibilications included in the USAF
supply cataloging system.

2. The major aim of all supply
management functions is to provide each
individual or organization with the items
needed, when they are wanted, and in the
condition, quantity, and location required.
The different kinds of cataloging publicalons
used by the Air Force provide supply
personnel and their customers with
information and data to insure positive
identific ition and efficient management of
supply items. Supply catalogs contain orderly
listings of the millions of active Air Force
items. Other kinds of publications in this
system contair infffiration and fr.structions
which help yon, to locate and effectively use
the item identiCcation and management data
included in the stock list and supply catalog
listings. You will find that the knowledge you
gain from your studx of supply cataloging
publications will be fused daily in the
performance of your duties.

1. Fe.-lera Supply Item Classification,
Identification, and Cataloging
1-1. In order to use supply catalogs, you

need to first understand the basic principles
of property classification and item
identification. Materiel and supplies in
tremendous quantities are required by the
military forces of the United States both in
peacetime and war. Billions of dollars,
thousands of pieces of equipment, and
millions of parts and other types of supplies,
must be managed. For many each of
our Military departments used its own system'
of management to classify, identify, describe,
and catalog items of supply. Now, under the
Federal (Defense) Cataloging Program, the
military forces and other Government
agencies use the same system.

1-2. Federal Supply Classification. When
you .consider the vest number of items in
Department of Defense (DOD) supply
syst?r.;,s and the worldwide scope of
operations, it. is evident that supply managers
cannot manage their systems on an
it !m -by -item basis. To provide a manageable
system, items must be divided in ut "family"
groups. Management of our co lex DOD
supply inventories, then, begins with the
cliiseification of all items.

1-3, The Federal supply classification
t'FSC) system provides an organiz d structure
far grouping and relating all tie different

.nds of items on n "commodity" or
"class-of-item"- basis. The FSC system is
designed to serve the functions of supply and
is sufficiently comprehensive in scope to
permit the classification of all items of
personal property. (Personal property is
briefly defined as all commodities other than
real estate.) This FSC structure, which
includes approximately 76 groups, subdivided
into about 585 classes, could be expande to
99 groups with 99 classes within each group if
necessary.
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1-4. The principle of commodity
classification provides for the grouping of
items under names br titles according to their
use or purpose. PSC groups, just as the
separate departments in a large department
Store, contain such major groupings of
commodities as clothing, tires and tubes,
photographic equipment, furniture,
Commodity classification further provides for
the breakdown of commodity groups into
classes ak. necessary. Each class consists of
commodities which are relatively similar in
one way or another. For e: ample, the group
(FSG 5100) entitled "Hand Tools" is broken
down into classes entitled "Hand Tools,
Power Driven" (FSC 5130), etc. The items
within a class may be related in respect to
their physical or performance characteristics.
In some classes, the relationship of items may
be that they are requisitioned or lasued
together or that thev are grouped together for
supply management purposes.

1-5. In addition to name or title,
commodity classifications are identified by
assigned numerical codes. A 4-digit coding
structure is used for this purpose. The first
two digits of the FSC code number identify
the group, and the last two digits Wei-arty the
classes within the group. For example, the
4-digit codes assigned to classes in Group 15
begin with "15" (1510, 1520, 1530, etc.),
while those assigned to Group 53 begin with
"53" (5305, 5306, 5307, etc.). Note
that the last two digits of the FSC code
identify a specific class within gro-.43, as
indicated for the :allowing class breakdowns
in Group 53, Hardware and Abrasives:

Class 5305 --Screws
Class 5306Bolts
Class 5307Studs
Clar- 5310Nuts and Washers

1-6. Code numbers assigned to Federal
supply groups begin -;rith 10 and continue
consecutively through 99, except for certain
unassigned numbers, as shown in the.
following partial list. of FSC groups:

Group
85 Toiletries
86 Unassigned
87 Agriculture Supplies
88 Live Animals
89 Subsistence
90 Unassigned
91 Fuels, Lubricants, Oils, and Waxes
92 Unassigned
93 Nonmetallic Fabricated Materials

Unassigned numbers, such as 86, 90, and 92,
can IA: used to identify any additional
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commodity groups that might be estthlished
because of technological advances or other
desired changes.

1-7. Code numbers are so assigned to
classes within a group as to make it possible
to expand the number of classes ss this
becomes necessary. In most groups, gaps have
been left be' ween some adjacent class code
numbers so that new classes may be inserted
later in logical sequence. To illustrate, let us
consider Group 34, Metalworking Machinery.
The classes in this group begin with 3405;
skip to 3410; continue with 3411, 3412,
3413, 3416, 3,116, 341'l, 3418, and 3419;
skip to 3422, then to 3424; and so on. Gaps,
such as 3420 end 3421, can be used for later
expansion if necessary.

1-8. Item Identification. In cataloging and
supply operaions, identification of items
-.rust be positive and accurate so that the
identification a one item cannot be confused
with ny other similar or like item. Federal
item identification consists of the minimum
data necessary to establish the essential
chatacteristics of an i m and to differentiate
it from every other tern of supply. Item
identification includes four principal elements
of data: (1) item n e, (2) descriptiVe data,
(3) Federal item' identification number, and
(4,` Federal stock inur.ber.

:.-9. Item name. Ti.e name is the
name approved under the Federal Cataloging
Program for official use thrc.; aghout the entire
milits.:,- defense systems. After necessary
research, a single item name is selected for
each article so that all DOD ...;.ctivities can
speak the same language. In other words, they
use the same name for the same article. The
item name answers the question, "What is it?"
De ending on the nature or kind of item, %e
itm name may consist of a basic name or a
basic name with modifiers.

1-10. The basic name may be a noun word,
such a. PESISTOR; or it may be a noun
--lrase, such as CLEANING COMPOUND,
PANEL '-.SSEMBLY, etc. Mollifier: are
necessary where different kinds of items have
the saint basic name such as CAMERA,
STILL PICTURE; CAMERA, MOTION
PICTURE; CAMERA, TELEVISON', etc.

1-11. Descriptive data. While the item
name tells whai the item is, additional.
descriptive data is usually necessary to
identify each item from every other item of
supply. The complete description required to
identify an item, then, consists of the item
name, followed by descriptive information.
For example, several items may have the same
item name but may differ in size, in color, or
in some other way.
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Appendix B

Behavorial Objective Format
(Food Services Course)

Cooking Methods

TO COOK IS to expose foods to the action of heat

in order to make them more digestible. There are
various ways of applying heat to foods. The method

used depends a great deal upon whether the item is
tough or tender, If the item is tough, a lengthy cook-
ing period is requirmi to make the iteih More
appetizing and digestible. If the item is tender, i
faster cooking measure is used.

2-1. C., aking Methods

Cookirg is performed by two basic methods
dry heat and moist heat. One of these is used
regardless of the product cooked, be it meat,
vegetable, or pastry. We will discuss these two cook-
ing methods briefly in the following paragraphs,
and, later on. go intolmore detail when we cover the

preparation of individual foods.

203. Indicate whether statements pertaining todry-
heat cooking methods are true or false. .

Dry-Heat Cooking. When you cook with dry
heat, no liquid is added. In most cases, the product
itself supplie enough fat and/ or juices to keep it
f rani burnipg. Dry heat ie used when cooking tender
cuts of meat, fish. young; poultry, some types of
vegetables, and most pastry and bread products.
Dry-heat cooking procedures are explained in the
foil ow ing*paragraphs.

Roasting, one of the more popular cocking
procedures, is done in an oven. The food being
roasted must be kept uncovered, otheniise the food
will steam. The term "roasting," although essential-

ly the same as baking, generally applies to meat
items, whereas "bakir.g" applies to fish and dough

products.
Broiling is cooking by direct heat over coals or

under gas flame or an electric heating unit. This
-"rifting procedure is used mainly ih the preparation
of meat, poultry, and fish. It is a very quick and sim:
pie method, but it is limited to the cooking of very
tender. meat cuts, such as steaks and chops.

Pan or griddle broiling is cooking on top of the
range in a frying pan or on agriddle, using for grease
only the fat of-the meat itself.

Pan frying is done with just enough added fat
(grease) to cook the food. Only certain foods are

CHAPTER 2
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adapted to pan frying. Do not use this cooking
method unless it is prescribed by the recipe.

Deep-fat frying is cooking food by completely
covering it with hot fat. In deep-fat frying, foods are
cooked quickly enough to prevent their absorbing
any of the cooking fat. Holding the cooking fat at
the correct temperature is very important when us-
ing this method. Too high a temperature causes the
product to become hard and dry; too low
temperature allows the product to absorb the cook-

ing fat.
Recommended dry-heat cooking temperatures

are as follows:
Broiling 450° to 500° F.
toasting (meat) 300° to 350°- F.
Frying, 'Jeep -fat or pan 375° F.

Exercises (203)

Indicate whether the following statements are true
or false by placing a T or an F in the blank:

I Liquid is not added when cooking with dry
heat.

2. Roasting is done in a ,broiler.
3 Deep-fat frying is cooking food by partially

covering it with hot fat.-
4. The recommended temperatures for roast-

ing most meats are 300° to 350r F.

204. Identify statements concerning moist-hut
cooking as either true or false.

Moist,Heat Cooking. Moist -heat cooking is the
process of cooking the food in a liquid, usually
water, The moist heat cooking methods described
in the following paragraphs ale generally used for
lea tender cuts of meat and for most vegetables/

Simniering is cooking in liquid that is held Ilk--
below the boiling po)nt. When the temperature is
right for simmezing,ethe bubbles of steam that rise
from the bottom of the container -.Iisappeat before
reaching the surface of the water.

Braising is similar to simmering. The food is first
browned in a small amount of fat and is then
simmered in liquid until done. Braising provides
long, slow cooking and is recommended for the less

tender cuts of meat.
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. Appendix C

Modular Behavorlal Objective Format
(Materiel Facilities Course)

SECTION B, Receiving Procedures

Hundreds of items arrive at the receiving docks daily. Many of
these items are urgently needed by our customers while others are
needed to replace stock that has already been issued; THE POINT
ISwe need to get those items processed and into the hands of our
customers or in their proper storage locatitm as soon as poSsible.

That makes sense, now just
what do I need to know to
get that job dose?

My book says that we need to
achieve these objectives.

1. Upon receipt of supplies, 'Itate the required entries
on the receipt document and identify the correct
procedures for in-checking those items.

2. Given a specific receiving situation, select the cor-
rect type of receipt to process.

3. Identify the procedures for processing a Receipt
Due-In Card.

4. Identify the procedures for preparing an Extract
Receipt Document.

5. Identify the procedures fOr processing a receipt i
any of the following conditions:
a. Serviceable.
b. Unserviceable.
c. Partial.
d. Excess.
e. Overage.
f Shortage.

6. Given specific examples of receipts that have been
processed, identify by TRIC/D1C the output docu-
ments that may result.



Milm/.1
What do the TEX
code letters P and Z.
mean? -

The output document
for an unserviceable
(reparable) receipt is:

The output document
for an unserviceable
(condemned) receipt
is:

Hold it!
about TE

(

t in the world is all this stuff
code P and Z?

These codes are used to help identify the reasons an item is
received in an unserviceable condition. The letter P identifies an
item that probably received damage while in transit. The letter Z
identifies items that are received with latent (hidden) defects
which were pLebably com.td by the manufacturer.

If the coil -:tion of the receipt is unserviceable (reparaH
. the

remote operator can input the due-in card by processing it through
the 1068 Remote Card Reader. If the condition is unserviceable
(condemned), the receipt due-in card and the TRM input should be
sent to ADPM/PCAM for input.

LOUTPUT DOCUMENTS

In the case of the unserviceable (reparable) receipt, the output
document is normally DD Form 1348-1, Management Notice 1046
(unserviceable), TRIC REC, (see fig. 5-18).

The property and output document should be sent to the unser-
viceable storage area and held there until disposition instructions are
received.

If you have processed an unserviceable (condemned) receipt, your
output product is DD Frrm 1348-1, transfer to Defense Property
Disposal Office (DPDO), as shown in figure 5-19.

This output document can be identified by Document Identifica-
tion Code (DIC) MI or ASK. Upon receipt of the A5J or ASK out-
put, forward both the property and the document to the supply in-
spector. The inspector signs or places his stamp and date in block V
of the DD Fr-- 1348-1. He then forwards everything to the Pick-up
and Delivery Section for final pr wessing to DPDC.



Let's review the procedures for processing an unserviceable

receipt.

KNOWLEDGE FEEDBACK 23

1
Transaction Exception Code P in card column 51 of the receipt

due-in card indicates that
a. the receipt has a latent defect.
b. the receipt has been misidentified.
c. the receipt was damaged while in transit.

2. What material condition code is entered in card column 7 of the

receipt due -iii card for an unserviceable receipt?

a. H.
b. F.
c. A.

3. What is the output document normally received as a result of

processing a reparable receipt?
a. Notice to stock document.
b. Due-out release document.
c. Management Notice 1046 (unserviceable).

4. Which of the following codes identifies a transfer to DPDO?

a. A51.
b. SHP.
c. REC.

5. What is the TR IC of the input document for a transfer to DPDO?

a ASK.
b. REC.
c. TRM.

Check your responses at the back of this volume.

RECEIPT PROCESSING (overage/shortage)

Something is bugging me. I know what to

do if the item received is misidentified,
damaged, or not in a sealed container,
But what do I do if the quantity doesn't

agree with the receipt document?
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Appendix D
High Impact Graphic Text

(Food Service Course)

"Why are those columns blank?" asked
Sabrina.

"They get filled in later," said Larry.
"Joe, could you explain this? I've got
to finish updating all these 147s."

Joe nodded. "Would you like the full
s.7..-ory on the Senior Cook's Requisition?"
he asked Sabrina. "It's one of our most
important forms."

"Why?"

"Two reasons. First, you must have it properly filled out to get
the food for the next meal. And second, it's the ONLY basis for
figuring the monthly food costs--and you can guess what budgeting
would be like if you didn't know those costs."

"Pure chaos." Sabrina shuddered. "All right, tell me about it."

"Well, the senior cook prepares the first five columns - -A through
E-- and the storeroom man fills in the last two - -F and G--after
the senior cook closes out the form. I won't talk about F and G,
because the senior cook doesn't have to do them."

He looked into the desk drawer. "There should be a copy of that
chart in here--ah, here it is. It's another one of our training
aids."

IS THE SENIrR COOK'S REQUISITION GIVING YOU GREY HAIRS?

STOP WORRYING--

HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW:

You deal with AF Form 148, Senior Cook's Requisition, in
two phases:

PHASE 1. Before the meal, when you use it to take food
from the storeroom. This involves columns
A, B, and C.

PHASE 2. After the meal, when you account for the food
you took out. This involves columns D and E.

PEASE 1. DRAWING YOUR SUPPLIES

Though no money changes hands, this is sometimes called "purchasin
or "buying." You will need:
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COOKIE POE5NT LIVE H; E
V'f.,

0111'

ANY MORE,
4.

r3g1,

Wh,'n you finish this chapter, you should be able

Select from situations involving the two types of sanita-
tion inspections, those situations in which the conditions
inspected are satisfactory.

Select from situations involving personal cleanliness and
health standards, those situations in which the standards

. are met.
34!Gsmaic

"Lt Silver wants somebody to write some-
/ thing on sanitation inspections and personal

standards," said Sgt Fivest_ipe, setting down
) his coffee cup. "She wants to be sure every-
/ body knows the information--especially since
we're trying to (Yet the Hennessy Trophy."
"Hennessy Trophy," said Ellen Smart thought-
fully, thinking of Dave Fastburner's From
1lLmer to Hennessy article.

"Do I hear any volunteers?" asked Five-
stripe.- "I'll do it," said Ellen Smart and Nell Newcome at
the same time.

"I need to review the information anyway," added Nell,
"Since I'm working towards my 5 level, and shift leaders have
to know all that."

"Why don't you do it together?" said Fivestripe. "Do
whatever you want with it--an illustrated booklet, maybe."

Ellen alid Nell looked at each other.

"Between you, me, and the duplicating machine," sai.d Nell,
"I think we could."

. :"Be sure to include both the medical inspection and the
supervisor's inspection," said Fivestripe. "And remember,
these inspections include facilities, operations, and per-
sonnel."

"Right," said Nell. "We'll conclude with personal clean-
liness and health standards. Next week you'll have the book-
let."
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ARE YOU ON DUTY

TODAY ? IF SO, I'LL

START WIII-I
C--- \ YOU ?

I) ..),i9'i ../ i-,.\'

)
I

if(

NO, I JUST

DROPPED BY

O
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THAT SGT MARVEL-

HOW Dors ANYBODY
PASS HER INSPECTION

BY MAINTAINING THE STAN-
ARDS! IF FACILITIE5,
OPERATIONS, AND PER-

SONNEL ARE IN PROPER

CONDITION,THEY

CAN PASS ANY

INSPECTION I
'

A GOOD FOOD SERVICE
SPECIALIST TAI TS PRIDE IN
HIS WORK, SO HE

MAINTAINS PROPER rr
STANDARDS OF

PERSONAL HY-

GIENE ALL THE
TIME

9)/

LIKE STAPHYLOCOCCUS;

CLOSTRIDIUM, AND
SALMONELLA!

oc.Doo

ALL THESE
.WORD

I ALWAYS DID WASH MY HANDS

EVERY DAY, BUT All THESE NEW
RULES...

THVIZE IMPORTANT! GOOD

PERSONAL HYGIENE DOES

THINGS. IT HELPS

-.CEEP THE COOK
(1-N

HEALTHY, AND

IT HELPS PREVENT THE

15PREAD OF FOOD PO'SONAG ORGANISMS

THESE STANDARDS OF PERSONAL

HEALTH AND CLEANLINESS FALL INTO
THr.:F_E GROUPS: GENERAL HEALTH ,

CLEANLINESS AND APPEARANCE,
SANITARY MANNE RS, AND WOUING

HABIT.t../T:.

cr
6a2fer



Appendix E

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION

DO NOT USE THE MACHINE-SCORED ANSWER SHEET FOR THIS PAGE

Please fill in the following information in the blanks that are
provided or circle the appropriate letter:

How long have you been in the service? ( years, months.

2. How old are you? years.

3. What is your ethnic affiliation?

a. Caucasian
b. Oriental
c. Black
d. Spanish Surname
e. American Indian (including Aleuts and Eskimo)
f. other, please specify

4. Indicate your present educational level from the four choices
below.

a. Non-high school graduate
b. GED - non-high school graduate
c. High school graduate
d. Technical school graduate (not USA')

5. Indicate your present educational level from the five choices
below.

a. No college work
b. Some undergraduate work a 1,11ege level
c. Associate degree
d. Bachelors degree
e. Post-graduate degree

6. Please indicate your sex:

a. Male
b. Female

7. Are you married?

a. Yes
b. No

8. How many dependents do you have (including spouse)?

a. None
b. One
c. Two
d. Three or more

PROCEED TO PART I ON NEXT PAGE
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Apper:dix F

SCI COURSE RECEIPT CARD

I receied my ECI Course package on:
Enter date of receipt(

,rint NWT', (last, initials) SSAN

is card is being sent to a cross sect-on
.f students to determine the average
umber of days needed to complete ECI

courses. It uill also provide us with

it transit time information. The code

number below identifies your enrollment
for statistical purposes only. The

information on this card has no other
1.earing on your course participation.

Ilease return immediately.

Privacy Act Statement

1. Authority: 44 USC 3101

2. Principle Purpose:
To determine date of course
package receipt by ECI
students.

3. Routine Uses:

Statistical purposes.
Students name and SSAN will
not be used in any formal
research report.

4. Disclosure: Voluntary.
Name and SSAN are requested
solely to ease matching

course receipt data with
actual enrollr.,mt dates.

May 1976

liment Code

ECI
GUNTER AFS, AL 36118

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
PENALTY FOrl PRIVATE USE, $300

MIffill

POSTAGE AND PEES PAID

D AUNT OP THE AIM FORCE

000.31.

ECl/EDV

GUNTLR AFS AL 36118



Appendix G
7 9

NOTICE
TO

Off MONITOR

The student to whom this course package is addressed is
participating in an evaluation of ECI course materials. This

evaluation requires that we gather certain information from

students as they progress through the course. We are trying to

determine how long (in hours and minutes) that he or she spends
working on these materials. The attached forms provide a

convenient method for keeping a recori of this information. Feel

free to duplicate these forms locally if there is insufficient
room on those provided. Please ask the student to jot down the

date and time spent during each study session. We also ask that

the student be as accurate as possible as the success of this

evaluation depends on hie cooperation.

The data obtained will be used for statistical purposes only
and will have no other bearing on the individual's participatiou
in this course. AJ,though we have asked the student to enter his

name on the attached forms, this is for record keeping purposes
only. The student will in no way be identified in any final

report regarding this evaluation.

There may be other versions of this course on your base,
perhaps in the WAPS library. It is imperative that tt student

DOES NOT use ANY .;THER course materials other than those

.contained in this course package.

The student will be asked to turn in these coaeted time

forms at the time he takes his course examination. TI.nk you for

yoJr. cooperation.
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Appendix H

Demographics by Course Treatment
(Materiel Facilities)

Conventional 30F Modular

Pac:
White 52 51 5E

Black 17 17 16

Oriental 3 1 3

Spanish 1 1 5

Indian 0 1 0

Other 1 3 1

Missing data 1 1 0

Total

161

50

7

7
1_

5

2

Totals 75 75 83 231

Sex:

Male 58 49 64 171

Female 16 25 19 60

Missing data 1 1 0 2

Totals 75 75 83 233

Education:
Did not finish
high school 15 13 16 44

High School
Graduate 43 45 46 134

Some college 13 15 16 44

Associate
Degree 1 0 3 4

Bachelor's
degree 1 1 3

Post Graduate
Work 1 0 0 1

Missing data 1 1 1 3

Totals 75 75 83

Marital status:
Married 16 21 21 58

Single 58 53 60 171

Missing data 1 1 2 4

Totals 7E 75 83 233

Dependents:
Yes 17 19 23 59

No 58 56 60 174

Totals 75 83 233

31



Appendix I

Demographics by Categ3ry and Treatments
(Food Services

Group Resident
Category Population

Race:

BOF
Non-Resident
Population

I47,-.:

Resident
Populatior

Non- Resident

Fopulation
Total

Whi-,e 33 11 33 20 102
Black ,

, 4 6 . 7 20

Or::ental 0 0 0 0 0

Spanish -0 0 0 0 0

Incian 0 3 0 4
Other 0 2 1 0 3

Missing Data 1 0 1 0 2

Totals 42 18 44 27 131

Sex:

Males 33 :8 34 20 105
Females 9 0 10 7 26

Missing Data 9 0 0 u 0

Totals 42 18 44 27 131

Education:
Did not finish
High School 1 0 0 1 2

High School
Graduate 32 11 29 20 92

Some College 8 4 10 5 27

Assoc. Degree 1 1 1 0 3

Bach. Degree 0 1 0 1 2

Post Graduate
Work 0 1 0 0 1

Missing Data 0 0 4 0 4

Totals 42 18 44 27 1731

Marital Status:
Mirried 5 8 3 14 30

Single 37 10 36 13 96,
Missing Data 0 0 5 0 5

Totals 42 18 44 27 131

Dependents:
Yes 4 0 6 1 11
No 38 1 37 0 76
Missing Data 0 17 1 26 44

Totals 42 18 44 27 131

92



Apt -Ispdix

71ozr-

The subject matter ineach of the following paragraphs is directly
related to your Air Force specialty. Selected words were left out'
of the paragraphs, and blank spaces were placed where the words were
removed. Your task will be to fill in the blank spaces with the word
which you feel best completes the meaning of the sentence. Follow
then-: simple steps:

1. PRINT only ONE word in each blank.
2. Try to fill in every blank. Don't be afraid to guess.

You may skip the hard blanks and come back tr them when you have
finished the easier ones.

4. PRINT neatly.

After you have filled in each blank with the word you think would best
fit, check your paper for completeness and turn this booklet (with
student survey answer sheet) in to your test administrator.

SHIPMENTS

The directed shipment is the result of base supply receiving shipping

orders or directives from agencies such as Air Force Logistics Command,

General Services Administration, or Defense Supply Agency. The

directed
shipment can be identified Document

Identifier Codes A2x and A4x. Nondirected shipments are

those

type of

Code SHP.

that result from local management decisions. This

shipment is identified by Transaction Identification

STORAGE FACILITIES

A general-purpose warehouse is used for the storage of many kinds of items.

It is constructed with a roof, side walls , and end walls.

This type

platforms or docks

of facility normally has both truck loading

and rail car loading platform . These

platforms provide easy access to the receiving and storage

areas of base supply. As a general rule, an item

that does not require

. in the general-purpose

special

warehouse

storage or handling i- stored



INSPECTION

Any item not received In a sealed container should be sent to the

supply inspection. The is true if the "77nfOrmation

the condition tag

document, or if .the

not agree with the r"eiPt

thins t e receipl: itself

83

on

be damaged. Upon receipt suLh a-, item, the ,'L4T:-:1

inspector is responsible for

ident-:t:4 of the item.

the condition, status, and

IN-CHECKING PROCEDURES

Ali receipt processing begins with off - loading of supplies. .While

off-loAing ,the in-checker has two very important tasks to

consider. , the supplies must be segregated by

priority. The high Priority receipts (priority 01 through

08 ) are placed in one
area

, and the routine

priority rZaced
receipts ( 09 through 20) are in another.

EXTRACT RECEIPT LiOCUMENT

If the extract document is ,e7Jired because of split receipt, part service-

t2:11
able and part unserviceable, there be an extra step

in first change thethe preparation. You must

quantity on
the original receipt to reflect only

servic..eable required
the portion that is , no other changes are

When you prepare the
extract copy for the unserviceable PortiPn

enter condition code F
in card column 7 and reflect

only the unserviceable amount in card columns 25 through 29.

94



Apperllix

Semantic Differential Attitude V,-ea.§ure

YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT 1W ECI TL,ICOKS USED IN THIS COURSE
v.

Each thePi4:enitems on the next page has two contrasting
adject ves. For each item, please indicate on the seven
point scale your feelings about the textbooks ybu studied as
described by the adjectives. For example: For item (1), if
you presently feel that the textbooks were -

Extremely Good Circle 1
Very Good Circle 2
Good Circle 3
Neither Good nor Bad Circle 4
Bad Circle 5
Very Bad Circle 6
Extremely Bad Circle 7

For item (2),,if you presently feel that the textbooks were -

Ex' -emely Gull Circle 1
Dull Circle 2

Dull Circle 3
Neither Dull nor Interesting Circle 4
irteresting Circle 5
Very Interesting Circle 6
Extremely Interesting Cf.rcle 7

ANSWER ITEMS 3 -1k A SIMILAR MANNER.

In marking the items, keep in mind that this is a test of how
you feel about the textbooks you studied. Sometimes you may
feel as though you've had the same item before on the test.
This will not be the case, so do not look back and forth
through the items. Do not try to remember how you checked
similar items earlier i,j the test. Make each item a separate
and'independent judgement.- Work at a fairly high speed
through this test. Do not worry or puzzle over individual
items. It is your first impression, the immediate 'feelings"
about the items that we want. On the other hand, please do
not be careless, because we want yotir true impressions.
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11111411AULECLEMOKMERIMARE:,
1. Good Bad

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. Dull Interesting
2 3 4 5 6 7

7%-tat Slow
2 3 4 5 6 7

4. To Relaxed
1 2 3 4 b 6 7

5. Unfair :air
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. Deep Shallow
1 2 3 4 5 6

7. Valuable Worthless
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0. Active Passive
1 2 3 4 5 6 .7

9. Easy Dilfficult
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10. Inflex'ble Flexible
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

11. Exciting Boring
1 2 3 ' 4 5 6 7

12. Unpleasant P1pasant
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

13. Depressing Encouriging
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

14. Safe Dangerous
11 2 3 4 5 6

15. Weak Strong
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

/ PROCEED TO PART 3 ON NEXT PAGE,

9E



Appendix L

Stratification of Subjects with Resident School Preparation on

Cloze Scores, Sex, and Treatment-Assignment

C1c7.e

Scores

Total
Freq

BOF
Female
Freq

HIG
Female
Freq

Male

Ilea

Male
Freq

7 1 1

8 1 1

9 4 1 1 2

10 3 1 2

11 3 2 1

12 1 1

13

14 3 2 1

15 5 2 2 1

16 6 2 1 2 1

17 1 1

18 4 3 1

19 4 1 2 1

20 5 1 1 3

21 5 2 1 2

22 8 3 1 3 1

23 4 1 2 1

24 3 1 2

25 12 3 2 6 1

26 6 3 2 1

27 10 3 2 3 2

28 6 2 1 2 1

29 1 1

30 4 1 1 2

31 4 1 1 1 1

32 1 1

33

34 1 1

35

36 1 1

9(



Appendix M

Classification of Survey Items into
Types and Subtypes

The twenty-five items from the stude:it survey were classified

into three types: (1) those pertaining to the texts, (2) those per-

taining to the course examination, and (3) those pertaining to the

stature of ECI. The first two were further divided into three sub-

types pertaining to difficulty level, coverage of objectives, and job

relevance. The items occurring in each category are shown below.

TABLE 11

CLASSIFICATION OF SURVEY ITEMS

ITEM SUBTYPES

Difficulty
Level

Objective
Coverage

Job
Relevance

ITEM

TYPES

(1) TOxt

Materials

, 5, 6, 7 2, 3, 4 12, 13

(2)* Course

Examination

21, 22 19, 23, 25 20, 24

(3) Stature of Extension Course Institute Item and 18.

enwrap...V

9E



Appendix N

The survey Items and Pertinent Response Data

The results of the survey are tabulated below, and each item and

alternatives are stated as they occurred on the survey. Additionally,

beneath the last alternative, a combination of alternatives is stipu-

lated when needed (e.g., A+B indicates the number of students responding

to alternatives A and B). This is followed by a row showing the number

of students responding to each item. To the right of each alternative,

the percentage of students responding is reported for the, three materiel

facilities and two food service treatment groups. Applicable percentages

for the combined alternatives are shown in a similar manner. The last

row.of each item shows the number of students responding to tnat item.

The first number in parentheses represents the total number of materiel

facilities students who responded to the item and the second number

represents total responses for food service students. The next five

numbers represent the :umber of students responding from the various

treatment groups.

For each item a decision was made to determine which of the possible

alternatives or combination of alternatives represented a ncT,Itive point

of view. For example, for item 1 students who responded with or 1

reflected the negative opinion trfit.1-7 their course material-._ h(2,r

difficult for them at them' p'eSe level of training.

The percen4:ar 1, to the rig.'..'

the number 5, ,,a_eriel Ia._ .-tRdents from the c Av. :11.

went group who indicated a ne is. opinion about thei:- mtm9114ai.

V

99



per 'enrage in column 2 represents the number of student: who indicate ,j a

negative opinion about the BO?' course materials and column 3 represents

similar information about the modular treatment group. The per-Pntages

in columns 5 and 6 represent negative opinions expressed by food service

students frcm the BOF and high impact graphic treatment groups respective-

ly. A response or combination of responses that reflected a negative

opinion was identified for all items on the survey except one (item 18)

which called for a nonevaluative statement about Community College of

the Air Force transcripting.

1 0 G
a



ITEM

Item Response Data

MATERIELS FACILITIES FOOD SEIWTCES
HIGH

CONVEN- IMPACT
TIONAL BOF' MODULAR 3OF GRAPHIC

1. The material in the text was too difficult for me at.my present
level of training (Measure: Text difficulty.)

I

A. Strongly agree 4.49 9.41 4.39 3.50 2.59
B. Agree 10.11 23.52 18.68 12.28 7.79
C. Disagree 77.52 63.52 70.32 04.91 68.83
D. Strongly Disagree 7.86 3.52 6.59 19.29 20.77
A+B 14.60 32.93 23.07 15.78 10.38

(265) (134) 89 85 91 57 77

2. More illustrations or foldouts
Text coverage.)

A. Strongly agree
B. Agree
C. Disagree:*
D. -Strongly disagree
A+B

(266)
,

(135) -

are needed

3.37
47.19
43.82
5.61

50.56

89

to support the

13.95 14.28
29.67

13.94T8 50.54
2.32 5.49

53.48 43.95
86 91

text. (Measure:

15.51 3.89
37.93 18.18
43.110 59.74
3.44 18.18

53.44 '22.07

58 77

3. The text adequately covers the behavioral objectives. (Measure: Text coverage.)

A. Strongly agree 1.14 1.16 3.26 12.06 6.4i
B. Agree 65.51 56.97 58.69 67.24 69.23
C. ,Disagree 27.58 33.72 28.26 20.69 20.51
D. Strongly disagree c-,.74 8.14 9.7.8 0:00 3.84
C+D 3.1L 41.86 38.04 20.69 24.35

.

(265) (13c-) ,17 36 92 58,
.

78

101
."1



ITEM

MATERIELS FACILITIES

CONVEN-
TIONAL BOF MODULAR

FOOD SERVICES
HIGH
IMPACT

BOF GRAPHIC

4. The questions at the end of
tested the objective. (Measure:

each-Jehavioral objective actually
Text coverage.)

A. Strongly agree 6_4(1 4.65 9.78 17.24 8.97
B. Agree 77:.86 67.44 70.65 58.62 73.07
C. Disagree 1,-.1-4 25.58 15.21 24.12 14.10
D. Strorgly disagree 2.29 2.?2 4.34 0.00 3.84
C+D 17.23 27.90 19.55 21).13 17.94

(265) (136) 87 86 S2 58 78

5. The text is easy to read. (Measure: Text difficulty.)

A. Strongly agree 20.6 17.24 41.02 17.24 41.02
B. Agree 53.0 59.30 57.60 63.79 46.15
C. Disagree 24.71 26.74 19.56 17.24 10.2
D. Strongly 7.86 6.97 2.17 1.72 2.E4F

C+D 32.57 33.71 21.73: 18.96 17.1.

t26-) 89 86 92 ) 58 ' 7

6. The text many technican terms. (Measure: Text difficulty.

A. Stra:71-ay agre 11.23 12.79 10.87 70.34 6.

B. Agreo 34.83. 36.04 31.52 18.96
C, Disagree 51.68 44.18 53.26 63.79 70

D. Stramgly 2.24' 6.97 4.34 6.86
A+B .36.06 48.83 42.39 29.50 lE

(267) 89 86 92 58 78

102'



ITEM

MATERIELS FACILITIES FOOD SERVICES.
HIGH

CONVEN- IMPACT

TIONAL BOF MODULAR BOF GRAPHIC

7. The number of acronyms and abbreviations used ii.e., ECI, USAF,
DANTES, ETC.) was excessive.

A. Strong :y Agro?. 20.45 18.82
B. Agree 40.90 43.52

C. Disagree 36.36 31.76

D. Strongly disagree 2.27 5.88

A+B 61.35 62.34

(264) (136) 88 85

2 .07

3-.35
?8,-=
1. _---7.._

4'!,

r,

2.4- 1D.25
25.E6 14.10

,-,7. , i'0.52_

8. Often technif2a1 -:eTms or acronyms were used that no-- been pus

defined. (Meallr.F,-- Teyt difficulty.)

A. S*-i,...mgiy ,-- 6.74 c 18.82

B. Arrlee 41.57 38.82
C. 1.....egre, 47.19 41.17

r -tr-74,:iv ci, 4,-,e 4.49 1.17

A.- 48.31 ,57.64

(21- (136) 89 85

9. --. -Lxt was , o understand. (Measure: Text difficulty.)

3.5, . 3.814'

13.4- 2J. 26.92
4-4.5L 75.' ;-)6.66

3.26, O. '.) 2.56
52.15 24._ 30.86
92 59 7E

,Strong , a e 5.61 3.52 9.78

Agree . 57.30 52.94 53.26

Dizagref, 33.70 35.29 31.52

Strongly disagree 3.37 8.23 5.43

C,_ 37.07 43.52 36.95

(266) (136) 89 85 92

1.02

13. ID 26.92.

57. 4 61.53
15.-d 8.97
3.44 2.56

18.35 11 52
58 78

I



ITEM

MATERIELS FACILfTIES FOOD SERVICES
HIGH
IMFAC7

60F MODL,K BC;I: GRAS IC

10. The illustrations ana foldoTs supported titie 7-x . (Measure:

Text coverage.)

A. Strongly agree 3. 37 3.52 14._ , 10.34 10.2E,

B. Agree 56.18 '8.82 61.= 51.72 66.6E

C. Disagree '3I
a

.4.11 19. 31.03 20.5f-

D. Strongly disagree 3.52 u. i- 6.89 56

C+D 4 7.63 23.41 37.92 ,
__

(266) - (136) 6 5 92 58

11. Do you think that your ECI cou7- yc.1 too much ma-L, ii., more than yclu

needed at your particular stage in it lorce? (Measure: 'ext relevance.)

A. Yes :. 9E "sp.33 36.'":., 24.13 18-88

B. No 71.91. 6!+.28 61. f" 75.85 80_22

A - - - -

(265) (135) E4 92 58 77

12. There As more
Text relevance.)

material in this_ -ext than needed to'do my (Measure:

A1. Strongly agree 16.85 26.19 31.52 16.07 14.10
B. Agree 34.83 30.95 32.60 30.25 28.20

C. Disagree 40.44 39.28 28.26 50.00 47.43

D. Strongly disagree 7.86 3.57 7.6C 3.57 10.25

A+B 51.68 57.14 64.12 46.42 42.30

(265) (134) 89 84 - 92 56 78

104



ITEM

MATERIELS FACILITIES FOOD SERVICES
HIGH

CONVEN- IMPACT
TIONAL Le-07 MODULAR EOF GRAPHIC

13. What percentage of topics discussed in the text do not relate to your
present job? (Measure: Text relevance.)

A. 75 percent 21.34 23.52 20.87 21.42 14.28
B. 50 percent 26.96 30.58 28.57 25.00 23.37
C.

D.

25 percent
All topics relate to

35.95 35.29 39.56 32.14 36.36

my present job 15.73 10.58 10 98 21.42 25.97
A+B 48.30 54.10 49,44 46.42 37.65

(265) (133) 89 85 91 56 77

14. The tasks described in this course are more complex than the
tasks I perform on the job. (Measure: Text relevance.)

A. Strongly agree
B. Agree
C. Disagree
D. Strongly disagree
A+B

(266) (136)

15. Of the different' types of
used or been in contact with

A. all of them.
B. most of them.
C. few of them.
D. very few of them.
C+D

(267) (1315)

14.60 24.70 28.26 8.62 8.97
48.31 42.35 36.95 32.75 32.05
34.83 32.94 31.52 51.72 52.56
2.34 0.00 3.26 6.89 6.41

62.91 67.05 65.21 41.37 41.02
89 '85 92 , 58 78

equipment discussed in this course, I have
(Measure: Text relevance.)

10.11 15.11 14.13 22.41 21.79
51.68 41.86 41.30 62.06 53.84
19.10 22.09 23.91 13.79 15.38
19.10 20.93 20.65 1.72 8.97
38.20 43.02 44.56 15.51 24.35
89 86 92 58 78

10F.



ITEM

V,ATERIELS FACILITIES FOOD SERVICES
HIGH

CONVEN- IMPACT
TIONAL BOF MODULAR POF GRAPHIC

16. Of the tasks described in this course, I have performed or come
in contact with (Measure: Text relevance.)

A. all of them. 0.00 0.00 2.17 10.34 10.25
B. most of them. 39.32 29.41 36.95 72.41 57.69
C. few of them. 46.06 56.47 43.47 13.79 28.20
D. very few of them. 14.60 14.11 17.39 3.44 3.84
C+D 60.66 70.58 60.86 17.23 32.04

(266) (136) 89 85 92 58 78

17. Does it give you more confidence in the quality of your ECI course
to know that ECI has been nationally accredited by the National Home Study
Council? (Measure: ECI stature.)

A. Yes 31.46 22.35 29.67 39.65 38.46
B. No 37.07 40.00 29.67 25.86 29.48
C. Accreditation has no relation

.

to course quality 29.21 37.64 40.65 32.75 30.76
B

(265) (136) 89 85 91. 58 78

18. Soon, many ECI courses will be transcripted by the Community. College
of the Air Force. What will be the effect of liSting ECI course completions
on you'r transcript? (Measure: ECI stature.)

A. It shows that the civilian
community recognizes the
training I have received. 5.68 13.09 10.11 20.69 14.47

B. It will help me secure
employment when I leave
the service. 6.81 11.90 6.74 8.62 10.52

10
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ITEM

C. It will help reflect
all of my Air Force
training..

D. All of the above.
(261) (134)

MATERIELS FACILITIES FOOD SERVICES
;HIGH

CONVEN- IMPACT
TIONAL BOF MODULAR BOF GRAPHIC

13.63 13.C9 14.60 6.89 9.21
73.86 61.90 68.52 63.79 65.78
88 84 89 58 76

19. The course examination asks questions about material not in the
text.A (Measure: Examination coverage.)

A. Strongly agree 7.95 20.00 10.87 6.78 2.56
B. Agree 26.13 34.11 29.34 20.33 19.23
C. Disagree 54.54 42.35 51.08 59.32 65.38

.D. Strongly disagree '11.36 3.52 8.69 13.55 12.82
A+B 34.08 54.11 40.21 27.11 21.79

(265) . (137) 88 S5 92 59 78

.20. The course examination covered the most important concepts relating to my
job. (Measure: Examination relevance.)

A. Strongly agree 13.63 3.48 7.60 10.16 2.59
B. Agree 46.59 51.16. 42.39 64.40 76.62

C. Disagree 31.81 34.88 29.34 22.03 11.68

D. Strongly disagree 7.95 10.46 20.65 3.39 9.09

C+D 39.76 45.34 49.99 25.42 20.77

(266) (136) 88 86 92 59 77

I

r
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ITEM

MATERIELS FACILITIES FOOD SERVICES
HIGH

CONVEN- IMPACT
TIONAL BOF MODULAR BO F GRAPHIC

22. The course examination is toc easy to really test my knowledge of
the material. (Measure: Examination difficulty.)

A. Strongly agree 0.00 0.00 2.22 8.47 1.29
B. Agree 6.74 6.97 1.11 8.47 14.28
C. Disagree 79.77 68.60 80.00 77.96 74.02
D. Strongly disagree 13.48 24.41 16.66 5.08 10.39
A+B 6.74 6.97 3.33 36.94 15.57

(265) (136) 89 86 90 59 77

23. Most 2ourse examination questions came directly from the volume
review exercises. (Measure: Examination coverage.)

A. Strongly agree 19.31 4.70 5.43 8.62 14.47
B. Agree 59.09 44.70 35.87 67.24 57.89
C. Disagree 18.18 31.76 38.04 22.41 25.00
D. Strongly disag_e 3.40 18.82 20.6) 1.72 2.63
C+D 21.58 50.58 58.69 24.13 27.63

(265) (134) 88 85 92 58 76

course examination questions are about subjects important to my job.
tAt- :!;-: Examination relevance.)

A strongly agree 9.09 4.65. 7.69 6.89 16.88
.. Agree 48.86 50.00 48.35 70.69 68.83
C. Disagree 29.54 32.5 30.75 22.41 11.68
D. Strongly disagree 12.50 12.79 13.18 0.00 2.59
C+D 42.04 45.34 43.94 22.41 14.27

(265) (135) 88 86 91 58 77



ITEM

MATERIELS FACILITIES FOOD SERVICES
HIGH

CONVEN- IMPACT

'TONAL BOF MODULAR BOF GRAPHIC

25., When preparing for the course examinations, I studied:
Examination coverage.)

A. Only the volude

(Measure:

review exercises 29.88 20.00 22%98 22.80 20.00

B. The text and the
volume review. -

exercises 22.98 37.64 29.88 36.84 28.00

C. , Only the text 3.44 3.52 2.29 7.01 5.33

D. The text, the volume
review exercises, and
the chapter review
exercises 43.67 38.82 44.82 33.33 46.66

A+C 33.32 23.52 25.27 29.81 25.33

(259) (132) 87 85 87 57 75
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Appendix 0

The Frequency of Occurrence of Arrays

Bcth the Material Facilities and the Food Service study had groups\

that were issued innovative textbooks. For the Materiel Facilities

study, this was the modular group and for the Food Service studyhe

high impact graphics group. As the modular and the high impact graphics

groups were the focus of attention, analysis of the survey items high-

lighting these groups was a primary concern. To facilitate this analy-

sis the survey items were first grouped according to their type and

subtypes, then the relative standing of the frequency of response for

each treatment group was examined within each of the seven groupings.

For ease of description, the relative standings on'the frequency of

responses ofor each item was represented by an array. For example,

letting C, B, and M respectively represent the conventional, BOF, and

modular courses for the materiel fat-Ilities course, the array CBM would

indicate that the conventional course had the lowest percentage of

subjects holding a derogatory opinion about the item, the BOF the next

lowest and the modular the highest. Letting B and H respectively re-

present the BOF and HIG courses for the food service course, the array

BH would indicate that the BOF course haa,the lowest percentage of

subjects holding a derogatory opinion about the item and the high impact

graphics course the highest,

Using the above definition of an array, it is noted that there are

six possible arrays for the materiel facilities course and two for

, 110
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the food service. course.. Possible arrays for the materiel facilities

courses were CMB, MCB, CBM,.MBC, BMC, and BCM. Possible arrays for

the food service courses were BH and HB.

Table 11 shows the frequency ofroccurrance for arrays and rankings.

Column 1 identifies the array and column 2 indicAes the frequency of

the arrays occurrance. Column 3 identifies the specific treatment and

columns 4, 5, and 6 identifies the treatments ranking. For example of.

the 24 items on the survey. that were. considered, the most frequently

occurring array was CMB which occurs on 10 items. Then too, treatment

C was ranked first (most positive) 16 times, 2nd (less positive) 6

times, and 3rd (most negative) 2 times. Frequency of occurrancy of arrays

and treatment rankings are likewise presented for the food service where,

only two rankings prevailed. The arrays are described above are also

in Tables 12 and 13 where separate depcitions are given for the materiel

facilities course and the food service courses, respectively. Tables

12 and 13 group the items into seven categories depending on the intent

of the item.
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TABLE 12

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRANCE OF ARRAYS
AND TREATMENT RANKINGS

Possible Frequency of Arrays
Frequency of F
Treatment 1st id

. Arrays
3rd

Materiel Facilities Courses

CMB 10 C 16 2

MCB 6 B 1 16
CBM 6 M 7 6

MBC 1

BMC 1

BCM 0

Food Service Courses

IIB 17 H 17 7

BH 7 B 7 17

112
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TABLE 13

FREQUENCY or '=TRRANCE OF ARRAYS AND TREATMENT
RAN :14( OR SEVEN CATEGORIES

Frequency
Type Category Arrays 'of Arrays Treatment

Frequency of Ranking
1st 2nd 3rd

Items Text Materials

1,5,6, 1. Difficulty CMB' 3 C 3 3 0
7,8,9 level MCB 3 B 0 0 6

M 3 3 0

2,3,4, 2. Course CMB 2 C 2 1 1
10 coverage MBC 1 B 0 1 3

MCB ,

M 2 2 0

11,12,13 3. Relationship
14,15,16 to job CBM 3 C 6 0 0

CMB 3 B 0 3 3
A M 0 3 3

Course Examinations

21, 22 4. Difficulty
level MCB 1 C 1 1 0

CBM 1 B 0 1 1
M 1 0 1

19, 2 5. Course
25 coverz4,2 BMC 1 C 2 0 1

CBM 1 1 1 1
CMB 1 0 2 1

20, 24 6. Relationship
to job CBM 1 C 2 0 0

CMB 1 B 1 1
M 1 1

Items that relate to-l-tature or status of ECI course materials

17$ 18 7. Status MCB 1 0 1 0
B

M 1

C

113
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TABLE 14

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRANCE OF ARRAYS AND TREATMENT
RANKINGS FOR SEVEN CATEGORIES

Type Category Arrays
Frequency
of Arrays Treatment

Frequency of Ranking
1st 2nd

Items -' Text Materials

5

1

3

1

2

H

B

B

B

5

1

3

1

4

2

1

3

10

2

4

1,5,6, 1. Difficulty HB
7,8,9 level BH

2,3,4, 2. Course HB
10 coverage BH

11,12,13 Relationship
14,15,16 to job BB

BH

Course Examination

21, 22 4.. Difficulty HB 1 H 1 1

level BH 1 B 1 1

19, 23 5. Course HB 2 H 2 1

25 coverage .BH 1 B 1 2
r

20, 24 6. Relationship
to job HB 2 H 2 0

B 0 2

Items that relate to stature or status of ECI courst materials

17, 18 7. Status BH 1 H

B

0

1

1

0
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Appendix P

Ater 0 Materiel hcilities Students Responding lOtively to Sun- v items

Alumorriror

2 4 6 8,1012 1 '5.. 18 0 72:: 24 26 8 30 32 34 36 38 40 4? 44 46 r1;". 52 54 56 58 60 2,64 66 68 70

ITEM

NO.
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Append':
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Appendix R

HYPOTHESES

Food Service Study

Effects of Instruction on Performance

H.1.: Students who study modular course materials
will show significantly better performance scores
than those students who study BOF materials.

H2: Students who study modular courses will show
significantly better performance scores than those

who study conventional materials.

H2: Students who study BOF materials will show
significantly better performance scores than stu-
dents who study conventional materials.

Effects of Reading Ability

Hy: High ability renders will perform signifi-

cantly better than low ability readers.

106

HI: That students who study high
impact graphic course materials will
show significantly, petter performance
scores than those who study BOF

materials.

on Performance

H2: That high ability readers will
perform significantly better than
low ability readers.

Unique Effects of Treatments on Reading Ability Levels

Hs: High ability readers will show little

difference in performance fr.sn one treatment tr
another while low ability readers will demonstrate
poorest performance using conventional texts, inter-
mediate performance with BOF, and Lighest perfor-
mance using the modular materials.

H3: That high ability readers will
show little difference in performance
from one treatment to another while
middle and low ability readers will
demonstrate best performance using
high impact graphic course materials
and poorest performance using BOF
materials.

Effects of Format on Student Attitude

H6: Students who study the modular course will
display a significantly more positive attitude
toward their training materials than those who
receive the BOF version.

H7: Students who study the modular course will
display a.significantly more positive attitude
toward their training materials than those who
receive the conventional course.

He: Studfnts who study 30F course materials will
display a'significantly more positive attitude
toward their course materials than those who re-
ceive he °conventional course.

H4: That students:who sr. the

high impact graphic cour::., 411 dts-
'Any a significantly' more positive
attitudentoward their training
materials than those who receive a
BOF course.

Effect of Format on COmpletion Times

Hg: The completion time for students using
,modular matenials'will be significantly shorter
than for Students using BOF materials.

Hio: The completion time for students using
modular materials will be significantly shorter
than for students using the convenp.onal materials.

H 11: The completion time for students using BOF
materials will be significantly shorter than for
students using conventional materials.

11°

H5: The -completion time in days for
students using high impact graphic
materials will be significantly shorter
than for students using BOF materials.
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